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Will Donald trump international law? Since Trump's Administration took office, this question has haunted almost every issue area of international law. In his 2017 Foulston Siefkin Lecture, Professor Harold Hongju Koh, former Legal Adviser of the U.S. Department of State, argues that Trump does not own these areas, which are influenced by a pervasive transnational legal process in which many other actors participate. The Lecture shows how those opposing Trump's policies in his administration's first year have successfully triggered transnational legal process as part of a collective counter-strategy akin to Muhammad Ali's famous "rope-a-dope." The Lecture's tour d'horizon illustrates the many techniques that the other participants in this process have used to blunt Trump's early initiatives across a broad array of issue areas. While this counter-strategy has been wearing, the Lecture concludes that the high stakes make continuing the struggle both worthwhile and necessary.
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It is a pleasure to deliver this Foulston Siefkin Lecture here at Washburn School of Law in Topeka, Kansas, the historic scene of Brown v. Board of Education.1 I was born the year Brown was decided, and my career has since divided into four lifestreams: thirty-five years as a law professor; nearly thirty as a human rights lawyer; five as a Dean; and ten in the United States government, serving in the Reagan Justice Department’s Office of Legal Counsel, then in the Clinton and Obama Administrations’ State Departments, first as Madeleine Albright’s Assistant Secretary for Democracy, Human Rights, and Labor and later as Hillary Clinton’s Legal Adviser. As a supporter of Secretary Clinton for President, I obviously did not vote for our current President, but neither do I wish him ill. But I do expect him to follow his oath, which is to preserve, protect, and defend the Constitution and laws of the United States of America. These include the President’s constitutional duty to take care that the laws be faithfully executed, including certain rules of international law, which as ratified treaty or customary international law comprise part of the law of the United States.

At this writing, the Trump Administration has been in office for a little over nine months, a tumultuous period that has disrupted the world of international law. A looming question is whether the Trump Administration’s many initiatives will permanently change the nature of America’s relationship with international law and its institutions. Is there a counter-strategy to increase the odds that those international obligations will be faithfully executed?

This Lecture will argue first that there is such a counter-strategy—the same theory that I have been applying for most of my professional career,

---

both as a scholar and as a practitioner: *Transnational Legal Process*. Second, that during the first half-year of the Trump Administration, we have been watching this counter-strategy play out, by transnational actors both inside and outside the U.S. government, to mitigate the Trump Administration's efforts to break, stretch, or violate international law. Third, what is ultimately at stake is a struggle between competing visions of a future world order. In the short term, this unfolding counter-strategy is an appropriate response to curb the new Administration's excesses and to preserve America's constitutional obligations to comply with binding international standards. But more fundamentally, this approach serves as an important counter-measure to prevent the slow backsliding of our Kantian postwar system into a more cynical, Orwellian system of global governance far less respectful of democracy, human rights, and the rule of international law.

I. TRANSNATIONAL LEGAL PROCESS AS ROPE-A-DOPE

The United States of America—and its President in particular—are powerful players in the making and unmaking of international law. But the basic idea underlying Transnational Legal Process is that international law is no longer just for nation-states or national governments. What Jeremy Bentham once called “inter-national law”—the law between and among sovereign nations—has evolved into a hybrid body of international and domestic law developed by a large number of public and private transnational actors. These sovereign and nonsovereign actors include our allies; states, municipalities, and localities of the United States; government bureaucracies; the media; courts; nongovernmental organizations (NGOs); intergovernmental organizations (IGOs); and committed individuals. I have argued that these many actors make and remake transnational law—the hybrid law that combines domestic and international, public and private law—by generating interactions that lead to interpretations of international law that become internalized into, and thereby binding under, domestic (in this case, United States) law. These internalized rules create default patterns of international law-observant behavior for all participants in the process. Those default patterns become routinized, “sticky,” and thus difficult to deviate from without sustained effort.

The central insight of this analysis is that most compliance with law comes not from coercion, but from patterns of obedience. Even all alone at 2 o'clock in the morning, most of us still stop for a red light. Why? Because


3. To say this, of course, is not to deny that under some circumstances, coercive techniques can and do play an important role in enforcing legal norms. For examples, see generally FREDERICK SCHAUER, *The Force of Law* (2015).
most legal compliance does not owe to the fact that a police car is sitting behind you. The prime reason why law-abiding people don’t regularly steal from each other is not because it’s illegal, or because they fear detection, but because they have internalized a norm, probably learned from their parents, in school or at church, that ethical and law-abiding people do not steal. Internalized norms, not coercion, are the main drivers of legal obedience. Most legal obedience, I would argue, comes from such norm internalization. And norm internalization can come from many sources, the most prominent being religion, the paradigmatic internalized norm set. Once norms have been internalized by individuals and institutions, they become habits that, once learned, are not easily abandoned. Just as boats sail between riverbanks established by decades of flowing water, and travelers tend to observe established traffic lanes, human and institutional behavior tends to follow default patterns set by internalized norms.

But neither are default habits immutable; with concerted effort, they can be changed. In my own lifetime, many Americans used to smoke regularly indoors, discard plastics in regular trash bins, and leave their seat belts unbuckled. But if, at this lecture, you are drinking from a plastic bottle, you have probably internalized a different habit, which is to throw recyclables into a recycling bin. Why? Because everywhere you go in this building you encounter a sign, read a warning, see a green recycle bin, are confronted by a friend, or are forced to answer a challenge—all interactions that make clear that what you used to do out of laziness or indifference no longer represents appropriate behavior. But most likely, you now recycle because a history of such interactions has gradually internalized within you a new normative interpretation: a period of socialization over time has now taught you to think it is right to recycle. A series of interactions has clarified a new norm of desirable behavior that you have accepted as part of your internal value set. If most compliance comes from obedience, and most obedience comes from norm internalization, then most norm internalization comes from such interactions, which have led to interpretations that have led to internalizations.

So how does this theory become counter-strategy? If asked, “Do you believe in the power of transnational legal process?” I would answer—like my old teacher Abe Chayes’ Southern Baptist minister—“Believe in it? I’ve seen it done!” Throughout my career, I have seen this strategy applied repeatedly by players both inside and outside of the government. Indeed, as a human rights lawyer, I have tried to apply it myself from outside the government; as a government official, I tried to apply it from within.

Nongovernmental actors can apply the “outside strategy”—“Interaction—

Interpretation–Internalization”—to generate interactions that force interpretations that promote internalizations of international norms even by resisting governments. Lawsuits are the paradigmatic example: if a government policy moves in a legally noncompliant direction, an outside nongovernmental group can sue (generate an interaction) that yields a judicial ruling (an interpretation) that the government defendant must then obey as a matter of domestic law (norm internalization).

The inside strategy, which I applied as a government official, I called “Engage–Translate–Leverage,” or simply, using “International Law as Smart Power.” In hindsight, call this “the Obama–Clinton doctrine.” President Barack Obama tried to apply this foreign policy philosophy throughout his presidency. Upon taking office in 2009, President Obama said that “A new era of engagement has begun,” emphasizing that “living our values doesn’t make us weaker. It makes us safer, and it makes us stronger.”6 That approach was particularly urged upon him by his first Secretary of State, Hillary Rodham Clinton, who argued: “We must use what has been called smart power, the full range of tools at our disposal—diplomatic, economic, military, political, legal, and cultural” to achieve better policy outcomes.7 Had she been elected President, Secretary Clinton undoubtedly would have continued that approach.

This strategy means, first, that given the choice, the United States—and other like-minded states—should choose engagement over unilateralism. When faced with a foreign policy problem, the United States should not proceed alone but rather seek to engage with other countries and adversaries around common values, in search of diplomatic solutions that can be embedded within durable international law principles.

Second, a strategy of “international law as smart power” suggests that wherever possible, the United States should choose a persuasive legal translation over denying the applicability of law altogether. If a country faces an entirely new situation—for example, problems that simply did not exist when the international laws of war were first drafted, such as drone warfare or cyber conflict—a tempting, but wrong, approach would be simply to deny the applicability of law, i.e., to ask the “Tina Turner question”: “What’s law got to do with it? What’s law but a sweet old-fashioned notion?” Since we face a new technological situation, some might reason, we must be in a “law-free zone” where we can do whatever we want. Under this reasoning, there is no

law to apply because we are in a “legal black hole.”

But the better, smart-power alternative is for a government to apply what Montesquieu called the “spirit of the laws,” or a “translation approach.” True, we may not have a set of established legal rules that map perfectly onto the new and unanticipated factual circumstance, but we can still make a good-faith effort to translate from the spirit of existing rules of law to new situations. As a policy matter, the translation approach is superior because law-abiding nations strive to act not based on power or expedience alone, but rather, to cabin their new activity within existing, recognizable legal frameworks.

There is a world of difference between saying that we are facing a new situation where there is no law to apply and saying that the existing rules do not exactly cover this new situation, but we are trying in good faith to translate the spirit and intent of existing laws to govern it. In the former circumstance, we are saying that we can make up our own rules and no third party can judge us. But in the latter circumstance, we acknowledge the need to join with others committed to the rule of law to frame a new set of rules that can eventually enjoy international consensus and, ultimately, legal legitimacy. If a more “law-friendly” path exists, “we should follow it, because doing so will keep the law on our side, keep us on the moral high ground, and preserve the vital support of our allies and international institutions as the crisis proceeds.”

The third element of the inside strategy is a commitment to leveraging international law as smart power. This means blending legal arguments with other tools—including military force, diplomacy, development, technology, markets, and international institutions—to achieve complex sustainable foreign policy outcomes that cannot be achieved without the legitimacy that international law bestows: think the Dayton Peace Accord, the New START treaty, or the Paris Climate Change Agreement. Take, for example, the classic study called *The Rise and Fall of the Great Powers* by my Yale colleague, historian Paul Kennedy. History teaches, Kennedy argued, that any great power that tries repeatedly to dominate the world with hard military or economic force will eventually find that force “tapped out,” or exhausted. Great

---

9. Cf. Lawrence Lessig, *Fidelity in Translation*, 71 Tex. L. REV. 1165 (1993) (arguing that any complete account of interpretation must “translate,” by allowing for changes in readings even when there has been no change in the document’s text).
10. Harold Hongju Koh, *Preserving American Values: The Challenge at Home and Abroad, in the Age of Terror: America and the World After September 11*, at 145, 153 (Strobe Talbott and Nayan Chanda eds., 2001) (“Which of the available courses of action most closely comports with both the spirit and the letter of the law? If there is such a ‘law-friendly’ course, we should follow it, because doing so will keep the law on our side, keep us on the moral high ground, and preserve the vital support of our allies and international institutions as the crisis proceeds.”).
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powers tend to overexert their hard power and fall into a situation of “imperial overstretch,” plagued by external debt, national exhaustion, and internal disension. They try to do too much with too little, seeking to motivate the actions of others with tools of coercion rather than persuasion, when in fact most international cooperation comes not from coercion but from joint action motivated by shared values. As we have seen in recent years, even a global superpower like the United States possesses only a limited amount of hard power that can be overtaxed—for example, by simultaneous military campaigns in Iraq, Afghanistan, and Syria.

The more successful and durable approach, political scientist Joseph Nye has argued, is for wise nations to seek to influence the world through “smart power”—a combination of “hard” and “soft” power that gains legitimacy from espousing international law and common values. If a nation squanders its reputation for legitimacy, it devalues its greatest asset in exercising global leadership. That is why we seek to make and keep, not gratuitously break, international rules: because those rules hold together the fabric of our multilateral relationships with our allies, international organizations, and other standing institutions of international law.

A moment’s reflection tells us that the two strategies are complementary. An outsider’s strategy of using “interaction–interpretation–norm internalization” to promote international legal compliance within resisting governments can be combined with an insider’s strategy of “engage–translate–leverage” to embed and preserve respect for international law within U.S. governmental bureaucracies. Interaction promotes engagement; interpretation generates translations; and norm internalization ensures and enables lawful options to be leveraged with other policy tools into broader, more creative, and more durable policies. Thus, these two strategies working together—the former implemented by committed nongovernmental activists, the latter by governmental officials committed to the rule of law—can lead us into a pattern of default compliance with international law that makes casual deviation from these rules more difficult than neophytes might believe.

So how does this analysis apply to a new, willful president arriving at the White House with a self-proclaimed radical agenda to change how America engages the world? In its first year, the Trump Administration has taken a foreign policy approach strikingly hostile to that taken by not only such Democratic Presidents as Bill Clinton and Barack Obama, and Democratic Presi-

12. E.g., Joseph S. Nye, Public Diplomacy and Soft Power, 616 ANNALS OF THE AM. ACAD. OF POL. AND SOC. SCI. 94, 107–08 (2008) (“Power in a global information age, more than ever, will include a soft dimension of attraction as well as the hard dimensions of coercion and inducement. The ability to combine hard and soft power effectively is ‘smart power.’”).

dential candidates (and Secretaries of State) Hillary Clinton and John Kerry, but also by such past internationalist Republican Presidents as George H. W. Bush and Richard Nixon.\(^{14}\)

The emerging Trump philosophy seems to be a general rejection of the Obama approach: not “engage–translate–leverage,” but rather, “disengage–black hole–hard power.” Wherever possible, the Trump instinct seems to be to disengage—unilateralism, or, as he calls it, “America First.”\(^{15}\) The Trump approach does not value concerted efforts to translate existing legal rules but rather claims that there are no rules that bind our conduct. Under this worldview, the United States should act based on its perceived national interests, not international rules. The Trump approach seems grounded on claimed national rights, not the universal rights on which this country was founded and that form much of the foundation of modern international law. Finally, the emerging Trump approach seems to rest almost entirely on hard power, offering no visible strategy for bilateral and multilateral diplomatic engagement or any attendant role for the State Department.\(^{16}\) Trump and his team have shown little or no inclination to apply an approach that would allow America to leverage the legitimacy of lawful options into a more creative set of proactive solutions to pressing international problems.

As the new Administration takes hold, the obvious question is: who will change whom? Will Trump change international law, or vice versa? The basic message from the theory described above is that no single player in the transnational legal process—not even the most powerful one—can easily discard the rules that we have been following for some time. If players outside and inside the government enforce existing legal constraints in a way that makes policy changes and institutional exits too difficult or politically costly, a mercurial president like Donald Trump may decide to just “move on”—to claim that he has “checked the box” on a political promise and now needs to focus on other issues that he and his political base care more about, such as tax or infrastructure reform.

If all of this seems too academic, just recall “Rope-a-Dope,” the famous counter-strategy developed by our greatest pugilistic strategist, Muhammad Ali. Faced in Zaire by George Foreman—a much younger, stronger, seemingly invincible champion—Ali settled upon a brilliantly simple counter-strategy. He surprised everyone by retreating to the ropes and letting the champion pound him, taking pains only to avoid getting knocked out himself.

---

14. After September 11, George W. Bush, like Donald Trump, headed sharply toward a strategy of “disengage–black hole–hard power,” but he visibly reverted toward the use of smart power by the time he left office.


For many rounds, Ali let his opponent "punch himself out," until, in the late rounds, Ali finally came off the ropes and knocked out his now exhausted and weakened opponent.

The analogy here should be clear. If the Trump Administration threatens to violate international law, actors outside the federal government can apply the external strategy of "interaction–interpretation–internalization" to hold it accountable.17 Those opposing President Trump’s policy initiatives on legal grounds can use the various fora available to them to resist those initiatives, forcing Trump to punch himself out by expending energy and capital on initiatives that do not advance his or his party’s chances at reelection. Meanwhile, U.S. bureaucrats committed to international rules can continue to pursue a strategy of engage–translate–leverage to maintain default compliance with existing norms, unless explicitly directed to do otherwise.18 Outside activists can work with other players who are checking the White House to generate interactions via direct democracy, citizen mobilization, litigation, advocacy, and resistance. If the federal government fails to follow international law, states and localities—as both outsiders and insiders—can step up to help fill the gap.19

This struggle can continue until one side or another gets exhausted. But those in today’s “Resistance” are making much the same strategic bet as Ali made in Zaire: that over time, the blustering player who loudly launches multiple ineffectual initiatives to change the status quo will force little real change; get tired, exhausted, and frustrated from all the flailing around; and ultimately find himself getting politically “knocked out.”

19. For analysis of the possible federalism challenges to state and local efforts at climate diplomacy, see David Sloss, California’s Climate Diplomacy and Dormant Preemption, 56 WASHBURN L.J. 507 (2017).
II. TRANSNATIONAL LEGAL PROCESS IN ACTION: THE COUNTER-STRATEGY ILLUSTRATED

This rope-a-dope approach describes the broader counter-strategy of “transnational legal process” that we have seen play out across the broad spectrum of U.S. foreign policy during the first year of Donald Trump’s presidency. At the risk of trying to describe a landscape from a moving train, let me illustrate by discussing many interactions witnessed over a broad range of issue areas.

Donald Trump was inaugurated as President on January 20, 2017. The next day, millions marched in protest in cities around the world, all chanting “this is what democracy looks like.” Then came the executive orders, starting with the Travel Ban.

A. Immigration and Refugees

Perhaps the most visible face of the Trump Administration’s international policies has been its harsh stance on immigration, including three travel bans; an order seeking to strip all federal funding from so-called sanctuary cities; strict border controls, as illustrated by repeated calls for a wall allegedly to be paid for by the Mexican government; stated hostility toward refugees and the courts; an aggressively maximalist penchant for deportation, even of “Dreamers”; “shock and awe” raids in schools and in homes to encourage

---

20. On January 25th, President Trump signed an executive order that sought to withdraw all federal funding from jurisdictions his administration deemed to be “sanctuaries,” a term nowhere defined in the order and apparently used to coerce localities into adopting the aggressive federal immigration agenda. The County of Santa Clara and the City and County of San Francisco sued to challenge the constitutionality of the order and to block its implementation. The jurisdictions argued that the President was attempting to usurp a spending power he does not possess under the Constitution and that the order violated the Due Process and Tenth Amendment rights of the localities. The U.S. District Court for the Northern District of California agreed, temporarily enjoining nationwide the order’s key defunding provision. See Cty. of Santa Clara v. Trump, No. 17-CV-00485-WHO, 2017 WL 1459081 (N.D. Cal. Apr. 25, 2017), reconsideration denied, No. 17-CV-00485-WHO, 2017 WL 3086064 (N.D. Cal. July 20, 2017). See generally Russell Spivak, Case Summary: Federal District Court Issues Nationwide Injunction Against Trump’s Sanctuary City Executive Order, LAWFARE (Apr. 26, 2017, 11:45 AM) https://www.lawfareblog.com/case-summary-federal-district-court-issues-nationwide-injunction-against-trumps-sanctuary-city [http://perma.cc/QZ7P-D99H].


22. Section 5 of the Executive Order on Sanctuary Jurisdictions sets out the Administration’s expansive deportation priorities, which include giving immigration officers broad authority to deport any non-citizen suspected, in that officer’s opinion, of posing a “safety risk.” On September 5, 2017, President Trump further announced that he would repeal President Obama’s Deferred Action on Childhood Arrivals (DACA) program, which grants work permits to about 800,000 undocumented immigrants brought to the United States as children, but that he would delay its end for six months to give Congress time to pass legislation to replace it. See Jennifer Rubin, Ending DACA Would Be Trump’s Most Evil Act, WASH. POST (Sept. 4, 2017), https://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/right-turn/wp/2017/09/04/trump-ending-daca-would-be-cruelty-wrapped-in-a-web-of-lies/ [http://perma.cc/YMV9-UKP9]. Yale Law School’s Worker and Immigrant Rights Advocacy Clinic and a number of states swiftly filed suit seeking to enjoin the President’s executive
"self-deportation"; announced plans to cut legal immigration in half; and, most glaringly, a willingness to bomb out of professed sympathy for the very same Syrian children that the Administration refuses to admit into the United States.

On January 27, 2017, President Trump signed his most visible executive order: the Travel Ban that for ninety days blocked entry into the United States by citizens of seven predominantly Muslim countries (in March reduced to six, and in September adjusted to six majority-Muslim countries, plus North Korea and Venezuela) and barred individuals with valid visas and green cards from those countries from re-entering the United States. For 120 days, the Ban suspended entry of all refugees into the United States, and for an indefinite period of time it barred all Syrian refugees. This Travel Ban thus seemed like a thinly disguised Muslim Ban, not least because the President had repeatedly promised to impose such a measure on the campaign trail.

On its face, such a policy seemed blatantly illegal. First, ours is a country founded on religious freedom. Even a sanitized Muslim Ban discriminates against one religion, de facto preferring others, in violation of domestic law. Such a broad ban has never been authorized by statute; to the contrary, immigration laws forbid exclusion based on national origin. Second, under international law, such a ban facially violates two treaties to which the U.S. has long been a party: the Refugee Convention, which requires that "[t]he Contracting States shall apply the provisions of this Convention to refugees without discrimination as to race, religion or country of origin," as well as the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, which states that "[a]ll persons are equal before the law and are entitled without any discrimination to the equal protection of the law." Third, the Ban was both over- and under-inclusive. While none of the countries from which people were excluded had actually ever produced a terrorist who had killed anyone on U.S. soil, other

---


27. International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights art. 26, Dec. 9, 1966, 999 U.N.T.S. 171 (rati-
countries (e.g., Saudi Arabia, from which most of the 9/11 attackers hailed) were not on the list.28

Fourth, the President had repeatedly called for a system of “extreme vetting.” But he seemed not to appreciate that we already have a system of extreme vetting, conducted on an intensive, individualized basis. Far from being ineffective, that system has been working, as demonstrated by the fact that no individual vetted through the rigorous system regulating the entry of refugees has committed a fatal terrorist act in our country for more than forty years.29 The new Administration proposed instead to replace individualized vetting with categorical exclusions based on national and religious stereotypes. But under our Constitution, group-based exclusions are illegal when based on such crude categorizations. Such stereotyping offends a basic American article of faith: that we judge people not by where they are from, or by the color of their skin, or by the deity they worship, but by the content of their individual character. As I learned from many sad hours of studying terrorist profiles, some proven terrorists fit no group stereotype, while other individuals who may fit a stereotype could instead prove to be gold-star fathers of American soldiers. Fifth, the Travel Ban emerged from a grossly defective governmental process. As it was rushed into operation, the executive order was not vetted by knowledgeable governmental lawyers, the incoming Secretaries in the Departments of Defense and Homeland Security, or most of the key legislators who oversee counterintelligence and homeland security issues.30

Sixth, and most glaringly, the sudden, overbroad Travel Ban responded to no new national security threat, a fact that I confirmed with a number of former government colleagues who had served in the most sensitive national security positions until Inauguration Day, January 20, 2017. They all agreed that they knew of no new security threat—and the new Administration had identified none—that warranted sharply shifting toward an overtly discriminatory policy only seven days later. I found a large number of former national security officials of both political parties ready to attest that the Travel Ban bore no rational relation to any compelling governmental interest.
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As transnational legal process kicked in, the Ban came under swift and furious legal challenge. An Iraqi interpreter, Hameed Khalid Darweesh, who had worked with and supported U.S. forces in Iraq, was one of the first people stopped pursuant to the Ban, at John F. Kennedy Airport. His counsel, the Yale Law School Worker and Immigrant Rights Advocacy Clinic supervised by my colleague Professor Michael Wishnie, provoked an interaction that led to a legal interpretation: they successfully filed for a temporary restraining order on Darweesh’s behalf in the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of New York.31 Darweesh’s counsel then asked the new Rule of Law Clinic that I had just organized at Yale32 to develop a declaration on behalf of former national security officials confirming that the Travel Ban would likely harm our counterterrorism and law enforcement efforts, because it was based not on any known national security threat but rather, on illegal stereotypes and prejudice.

As the actions broadened to include a suit brought by the State of Washington in Washington federal court, our Yale Law School Rule of Law Clinic filed first a joint declaration and then an amicus brief on behalf of ten former national security officials: former Secretaries of State Madeleine Albright and John Kerry, former Secretary of Defense Leon Panetta, former Secretary of Homeland Security Janet Napolitano, four former heads of the CIA (including two Republicans, Michael Hayden and John McLaughlin), and the most recent National Security Advisor and her two deputies (Susan Rice, Avril Haines, and Lisa Monaco). A number of these amici were still serving in the government just seven days before this order was issued and swore that they saw no emergent national security threat that justified the sudden policy change.

This outside pressure soon combined with internal resistance. In the State Department, a thousand career officials swiftly signed a dissent channel cable that said: “this ban stands in opposition to the core American and constitutional values that we, as federal employees, took an oath to uphold.”33 The cable closed, memorably, by declaring “we are better than this ban.”34 Remarkably, it then became evident that the White House had announced the

32. I am particularly grateful to my former State Department colleague Phil Spector for his co-leadership of the national security group of our Clinic, to my colleague Hope Metcalf and Darweesh counsel Mike Wishnie, and to our Clinic’s founding student directors Denisha Bacchus, Sameer Jaywant, Mitzi Steiner, and Eugene Rusyn. For a description of the Clinic’s work in the Travel Ban litigation, see generally Rule of Law Clinic Files Amicus Brief in SCOTUS Travel Ban Case, YALE L. SCH. (Sept. 20, 2017), https://law.yale.edu/yls-today/news/rule-law-clinic-files-amicus-brief-scotus-travel-ban-case [http://perma.cc/P3DY-EYHR].
34. Id.
Ban without actually knowing whether the Justice Department was prepared to defend it in court. When ordered to do so, Acting Attorney General Sally Yates refused, for which she was fired and accused by the President of having “betrayed the Department of Justice.”35 In short order, more than thirty cases were filed in the First, Second, Fourth, and Ninth Circuits. As the legal battles progressed, the intelligence community and other parts of the bureaucracy apparently engaged in unprecedented leaking, providing more grist for the lawsuits.36 As the cases unfolded, the Executive Order was repeatedly blocked, at which point the Administration retracted the first travel ban and announced its intent to review and re-release it later.

In the meantime, other players in the transnational legal process joined the fray. Our allies, including Germany’s Angela Merkel, Canada’s Justin Trudeau,37 Britain’s Theresa May, France’s Emmanuel Macron, Australia’s Malcolm Turnbull, and many other members of the G-20, all raised the issue directly in early conversations with the new President. Pressed by such groups as Veterans for American Ideals,38 members of the U.S. military protested, particularly when it became clear that our Iraqi military allies were being barred from entry. One of the commanding generals of the Iraqi forces, Talib al Kenani, marveled, “I’m a four star general, and I’m banned from entering the U.S.?”39

Domestic actors quickly came forward. Democratic members of Congress—joined by such Republican legislators as Senators John McCain, Lindsey Graham, Bob Corker, Marco Rubio, and Tim Scott, as well as House Homeland Security Chairman Mike McCaul and Representative Charlie Dent—all criticized the Order. Unexpected Republican voices like the Koch brothers, former Vice President Dick Cheney, and conservative former Justice Department lawyer John Yoo all opposed the Ban, suggesting that the decision had driven a wedge between Trump and his traditional conservative al-
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Fifteen State Attorney Generals protested not just the Travel Ban but also Trump's plan to build a wall, to renew deportations, and to punish sanctuary cities. Dozens of cities and counties filed an amicus brief supporting the individual and subnational plaintiffs. Forty-seven universities, including my home university, Yale, spoke out against the Ban, and 163 tech companies filed an amicus brief protesting how the Travel Ban would affect their workers.

Within hours, the resistance had spread beyond the courts to the streets. Armed by the internet, lawyers sprang into action. Because the initial lawsuit filed by Yale's WIRAC Clinic took the form of a habeas class action, certification of the class allowed every immigrant blocked at the airport to say they were entitled to their own lawyer. More than 4000 volunteer lawyers across America rushed to their nearest international airport, showing officials court orders they had downloaded to their cellphones and iPads and filing habeas petitions based on legal templates that our students had uploaded. As taxi, Uber, and Lyft drivers continued to deliver more lawyers, the airports became centers of protest, with spontaneous demonstrations erupting in dozens of airports only one week after widespread demonstrations had transpired in city streets. Acts of solidarity broke out all across America, including individual protests, group marches, and community candlelight vigils. Popular culture joined in: the Museum of Modern Art and its exhibits displayed art by individuals from the excluded countries; *Saturday Night Live* and late-night comedians attacked the Ban; traditional and social media highlighted the human impact of the Ban in separating families; and stories were virally shared on Facebook, Twitter, Snapchat, and other social media outlets. Even Super Bowl commercials told sympathetic stories about immigrants who came to America to make good, like the founders of the Anheuser-Busch beer dis-

---


tributorship. Interest groups took turns staging major demonstrations, including a March for Climate, a March by Scientists, a Day Without Immigrants (when New York diners couldn’t get a meal in less than three hours), and a Day Without Women (when little got done anywhere).

By March, the President had issued a second, revised Travel Ban, which maintained the original Ban’s basic features. Our Rule of Law Clinic converted our initial national security declaration into an amicus brief signed by fifty former officials that would eventually be filed at the Supreme Court. The argument was simple: “It doesn’t matter how much lipstick you put on that pig; it’s still a pig.” A Muslim Ban, however packaged, is still a Muslim Ban. We argued that the revised order was “ill-conceived, poorly implemented and ill-explained.”

Even if one’s goal is extreme vetting, the existing individualized vetting system was plainly superior to a group Ban.


Thomas and Alito, and new Justice Neil Gorsuch, vociferously dissented. Initially, the merits of the case were scheduled to be argued before the Supreme Court in October 2017. But just weeks before that argument, the Administration issued yet a third version of its Ban, dropping one country (Sudan) from the list while adding several others (Chad, North Korea, and with respect to some officials, Venezuela), which caused the Court to remove the case from its October argument calendar.

On its face, Travel Ban 3.0 continued to take the same overbroad, blanket approach that the lower courts had previously enjoined, and appeared based more on national stereotypes than on intense individualized vetting. The revision’s tweaks seemed designed mainly to lessen the impression that the Ban was targeting Muslim-majority countries—although Chad is, in fact, predominantly Muslim; only a tiny number of North Koreans enter the U.S. every year anyway, most of them refugees; and the targeted Venezuelan officials were not apparently being sanctioned for terrorist activity. The abrupt change led to the Court declaring both circuit court judgments moot and vacated—although if so treated, the Ban could be constantly revised to block future travel while persistently avoiding judicial review. Within days, district courts in both the Fourth and Ninth Circuits again enjoined Travel Ban 3.0, raising three obvious questions, to all of which the answer should be no: first, whether the Supreme Court will declare the new cases moot; second, whether a finding of mootness would vacate the decisions below that blocked implementation of Travel Ban 3.0; and third, if the case reaches the merits, whether Chief Justice John Roberts and Justice Anthony Kennedy, the Court’s traditional swing man, will vote to sustain the essence of the Ban.

Beneath it all, the real question remains: how much does Donald Trump really care about the Muslim Ban? After all, it has already been shown that the Ban drives a wedge deep within his fragile coalition, between Trumpites and traditional Republicans. Every piece of capital he spends on this issue

52. Trump v. Int’l Refugee Assistance Project, 137 S. Ct. 2080, 2088 (2017) (narrowing the Travel Ban by stay to bar only those travelers who lacked a “bona fide relationship” to the United States).


takes away from the core agenda that actually interests his coalition: the Obamacare repeal, jobs, tax reform, regulatory rollback, and infrastructure. To date, the coalition’s repeated efforts to repeal Obamacare have spectacularly failed, further disrupting the President’s coalition and leaving precious little capital for his remaining core issues.

B. Human Rights

During my adult life, as a law professor, as Legal Adviser, and as Assistant Secretary of State for Democracy, Human Rights, and Labor, I have heard every Secretary of State—whether Democratic or Republican—speak out in support of human rights. But when asked about human rights in other countries, our newest Secretary of State, Rex Tillerson, repeatedly said at his confirmation hearing that he was “not ready to judge.” But how can any responsible U.S. official not be ready to judge, for example, whether innocent people in the Philippines can be summarily executed by their authoritarian President, Rodrigo Duterte? Secretary Tillerson also announced his intention to support American interests, but not American values. He stated, remarkably, that an overreliance on values “creates obstacles to our ability to advance our national security interests [and] our economic interests.” By so saying, he reaffirmed Trump’s prioritizing of national over universal rights and overlooked decades of bipartisan U.S. policy, which had repeatedly confirmed that advancing global human rights values is in fact a core American interest.

Since then, Tillerson has declined to engage with respect to human rights and has not spoken out in support of universal human rights values in diplomacy with China, Russia, Saudi Arabia, and Turkey. U.N. Ambassador Nikki

59. Sec’y of State Rex Tillerson, Remarks to U.S. Department of State Employees (May 3, 2017), https://www.state.gov/secretary/remarks/2017/05/270620.htm [http://perma.cc/7NSX-8YDL] (stating that “we really have to understand, in each country or each region of the world that we’re dealing with, what are our national security interests, what are our economic prosperity interests, and then as we can advocate and advance our values, we should . . . .”).
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Haley called the U.N. Human Rights Council “corrupt.”62 The Secretary of State did not appear at the announcement of the annual Human Rights Report.63 The United States no longer appears to defend its conduct at the Inter-American Human Rights Commission. And there has been a blatant, disturbing softness on human rights in the Middle East, particularly with respect to Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Bahrain, and Turkey, where the President congratulated President Erdogan after a visibly irregular referendum and an attack by Turkish guards on demonstrators outside the Turkish embassy in Washington. Most recently, it has been reported that the State Department plans to drop the promotion of democracy and human rights from its mission statement.64 The Administration has plainly lost sight of the many ways in which the United States has traditionally relied on alliances and cooperation with our rights-respecting democratic allies to help advance our broader national security interests.65

Perhaps the most visible proposed human rights rollback was candidate Trump’s statement that “[if I am elected, w]e’ll use waterboarding and a hell of a lot worse than waterboarding.”66 Shortly after the election, the press leaked a draft national security executive order that called for reinstating the discredited program of interrogation of high-value alien terrorists, to be operated outside the United States, presumably at revived “black sites”—former offshore detention facilities operated by the C.I.A.67

But campaign statements and draft executive orders are not law. Congress has repeatedly forbidden torture by treaty and statute.68 As a Judge Ad-

68. See, e.g., International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, supra note 27, at art. 7 ("No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment."); Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, Dec. 10, 1984, 1465 U.N.T.S. 85; War Crimes Act, 18 U.S.C. § 2441 (1996) (criminalizing torture); Torture Victim Protection
Advocate General, your Dean, Tom Romig, prominently indicated that he had taken an oath to obey not any particular President, but rather the Constitution and laws of the United States of America. Those laws include a treaty of the United States, the Geneva Conventions, 69 and a statute, the Uniform Code of Military Justice. 70 This is where government lawyers play their most critical role: maintaining fidelity to the rule of law to promote longer-term societal stability, even while they accept a new Administration’s political direction.

More fundamentally, as Judge Floyd recently noted, “While executive officers can declare the military reasonableness of conduct amounting to torture, it is beyond the power of even the President to declare such conduct lawful.” 71 Nor does it matter that Al Qaeda and IS have not signed the Torture Convention or the Geneva Conventions. The United States is bound to forebear torture not just by reciprocal agreement, but by a treaty-based specification of minimal standards of humane treatment that we must unilaterally obey, whether there is a written agreement or not. 72 Obviously, enforcing a norm against torture as a universal right serves our national interests, by protecting our own citizens and soldiers when they are captured. But the norm of humane treatment to which we have committed ourselves binds us, as a defining element of our national identity, whether others agree to follow it or not. As Senator John McCain said in responding to Trump’s campaign statements: “[T]hese statements must not go unanswered because they mislead the American people about the realities of interrogation, how to gather intelligence, what it takes to defend our security, and, at the most fundamental level, what

---

69. 69. Common Article 3 to the four Geneva Conventions, which is considered customary international law, states as a rule of humanity that there should be no violence to life and persons, including no torture or outrages on personal dignity, or sentences without due process. Geneva Convention Relative to the Treatment of Prisoners of War art. 3, Aug. 12, 1949, 6 U.S.T. 3316. Additional Protocol II amplifies these guarantees and outlaws all forms of violence against those persons who are noncombatants. Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, and Relating to the Protection of Victims of Non-International Armed Conflicts (Protocol II) art. 4, ¶ 2, June 8, 1977, 1125 U.N.T.S. 609. The Convention Against Torture states that “[n]o exceptional circumstances whatsoever, whether a state of war or threat of war . . . may be invoked as a justification for torture.” The Convention Against Torture Article 2(2), supra note 68.
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we are fighting for as a nation.” Nor should we overlook the scientific fact that at a cellular level, every tactic used in torture for the purpose of extracting information—sleep deprivation, temperature change, waterboarding, food restriction—inhibits, rather than improves, memory, confession, and truth-telling. So torture simply does not work. It is a profound mistake to pretend that these are “enhanced,” as opposed to impaired, interrogation tactics.

In 2013, upon leaving the State Department, I left behind a memo explaining why it is “not legally available to policymakers to claim” that the Convention Against Torture does not apply outside the United States. In 2015, the Obama Administration made this point explicit in its presentation before the Committee Against Torture in Geneva, stating that the torture ban applies “in all places, at all times, with no exceptions.” And the Frameworks Report that President Obama’s administration issued during its last days in office stated that “[t]orture and cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment or punishment (CIDTP) are categorically prohibited under domestic and international law, including international human rights law and the law of armed conflict. These prohibitions exist everywhere and at all times.” In his farewell counterterrorism speech, delivered shortly thereafter, President Obama declared without qualification: “We prohibited torture, everywhere, at all times—and that includes tactics like waterboarding.”


Obama had explained during his campaign, “Torture is how you create enemies, not how you defeat them. . . . Torture is how you get bad information, not good intelligence. Torture is how you set back America’s standing in the world, not how you strengthen it.” So we were done with torture. Why bring it back?

Happily, Donald Trump’s penchant for appointing former generals to civilian national security positions seems to have prevented him from doing so. American soldiers are trained to follow the Geneva Conventions and have internalized the norms against torture. Pressed by private letters from dozens of former military leaders, all of President Trump’s key senior national security officials—many of them former military—publicly pledged not to follow an order to torture anyone in an array of statements made around the time of their appointments. Chief of Staff John Kelly, formerly Secretary of Homeland Security; General Mattis, now Secretary of Defense; Mike Pompeo, now Director of the CIA; and Jeff Sessions, Attorney General, all said in their confirmation hearings that they would not follow an order to torture. As a general, National Security Adviser H.R. McMaster had forbidden his soldiers from using dehumanizing and derogatory language when referring to Iraqis, declaring that “such behavior is inconsistent with the shared values that define a soldier’s moral identity.”

A president cannot implement a command that his subordinates will not obey. So despite Trump’s rhetoric, the draft torture order was not issued and is not the law. Once internalized, the anti-torture norm is not so easily ousted.

C. Climate Change

The same could be said for the Trump Administration’s well-publicized
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statement regarding its “intent to withdraw” from the 2015 Paris Agreement on Climate Change, the landmark treaty establishing national reduction targets for greenhouse gas emissions for all member States.84 The Paris Deal was negotiated under the auspices of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), a treaty with 196 state parties to which the Senate gave its advice and consent in 1992.

The evolution of the Paris Deal graphically illustrated the engage-translate-leverage framework applied by the Obama–Clinton approach to international law as smart power. Led by Special Climate Envoy Todd Stern, the Obama Administration did not withdraw, as the George W. Bush Administration previously had from the 1997 Kyoto Protocol, but rather engaged repeatedly with countries around the world to frame the global deal, including at annual Conference of Parties (COP) meetings in Copenhagen, Cancun, Durban and Paris: with the G-20; with the countries of the Major Economies Forum (MEF); with the countries of BASIC (Brazil, South Africa, India, and China), especially China; and in scores of other bilateral meetings with countries large and small. Instead of treating climate change as an area without law, the United States translated from norms inchoate in the rigid, legally binding, top-down Kyoto architecture, which specified internationally negotiated emissions targets that applied only to developed countries, to a much more informal, politically binding, bottom-up Copenhagen blueprint infused with stronger norms and with greater symmetry between the duties of developed and developing nations. This intense diplomacy allowed the Obama Administration to leverage these principles into an innovative architectural design that required a “double trigger” acceptance by at least fifty-five parties of the UNFCCC that accounted for at least 55% of greenhouse gas emissions. That led to the Paris Agreement, which entered into force with more than 150 parties on November 4, 2016, just four days before the election of Donald Trump. Yet, after the initial euphoria surrounding the treaty, on June 1, 2017, President Trump announced his intent for the United States to “withdraw” from the Paris Agreement: an action again driven by a philosophy of “disengage–black hole–hard power.”

But President Trump’s rhetoric launched little meaningful legal action—for the simple reason that his announcement did not legally disengage. International law makes clear that U.S. presidents cannot simply delete prior signatures from treaties. President George W. Bush demonstrated the futility of announcing a withdrawal under terms not designated by an international

agreement when he tried to “unsign” the Rome Statute (which established the International Criminal Court). The “unsigning” letter his administration sent to the U.N. had uncertain effect under customary international law, leaving the U.S. signature on the Rome Statute, which allowed the United States to reengage with the Rome Statute parties during the eight years of the Obama Administration. The Paris Agreement only recognizes withdrawal under the terms specified in the Agreement’s text, which plainly declares that a party cannot give notice of withdrawal to the U.N. Secretary General until “three years from the date on which this Agreement has entered into force.” Since the Paris Agreement entered into force on November 4, 2016, the earliest date that the U.S. could even give such legal notice would be November 4, 2019. That notification would then take another year to take legal effect, meaning that Trump cannot legally withdraw the U.S. from the Agreement until November 4, 2020, the day after the next U.S. presidential election.

Until then, Trump’s withdrawal announcement has no more legal meaning than one of his tweets. The United States has not “virtually” or “preemptively withdrawn” or otherwise formally disengaged in any way as a party from the Paris Agreement. At this writing, the United Nations Treaty Depositary page on the Paris Agreement still lists the United States as a party. While the State Department website indicates that it has notified the U.N. Depositary of its “intent to withdraw,” a “media note” makes clear that all the United States has done is communicate “the U.S. intent to withdraw from the Paris Agreement as soon as it is eligible to do so, consistent with the terms of the Agreement.” So in the words of a quickly formed coalition of Paris supporters, “We Are Still In.” Unlike Trump’s, America’s commitment to fighting climate change is irreversible.

For now, Trump’s withdrawal “announcement” has no more legal force
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than an employee’s empty threat to leave his job in three years’ time. As with
the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), Trump initially
claimed that he plans to “renegotiate” a better agreement, but the other 190
state parties have no incentive to renegotiate a weaker agreement with a flail-
ing American administration that may already have been voted out of office
when the time comes to complete its withdrawal. In August 2017, Ambassa-
dor Haley informed the U.N. Secretary-General of the U.S.’s intent “to exer-
cise its right to withdraw from the Agreement [u]nless the United States iden-
tifies suitable terms for reengagement,” whatever that might mean.91 In its
August statement,92 the State Department further announced that the United
States would continue to participate in the UNFCCC Conference of Party
(COP) meetings, where, as a prospectively exiting party, the United States
delegation’s influence will surely be greatly diminished. So if the United
States continues to participate in the Paris process and remains a state party
for the balance of Trump’s first term, it has not meaningfully withdrawn; it
has only reduced its own influence by identifying itself as a lame duck. While
President Trump claimed that his withdrawal announcement “represents a re-
assertion of America’s sovereignty,”93 in reality, he unilaterally surrendered
our influence over the agreement to China and the other BASIC countries,
which have reaffirmed their Paris commitments and will push the United
States to keep its own.94

While Trump has committed an egregious self-inflicted wound by
preemptively announcing his intent to withdraw, for the next three years, there
is little reason to treat that withdrawal announcement as either definitive or
final. Since the announcement, the Administration has sent confusing mes-
ges to U.S. allies as to whether it will actually follow through when the time
comes.95 Meanwhile, bureaucratic stickiness and external litigation have
slowed the pace of domestic dismantling of our Paris commitments. Many
elements of the Paris Agreement compliance plan have already been internal-
dized into the federal administrative agenda and are not so easily ousted. The
Administration’s March 2017 Climate Executive Order calls for reversing
course on the Clean Power Plan (CPP), an agency rule that pushes for inter-
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state cap-and-trade and for states to build fewer coal-burning plants while creating greater capacity for renewable energy. The EPA’s authority to implement the Clean Power Plan—the main federal administrative program to implement the U.S.’s Paris commitments—was stayed 5-4 by the Supreme Court in 2016 (with the late Justice Scalia in the majority). At this writing, the D.C. Circuit en banc is deciding whether the EPA has authority to implement the CPP. Meanwhile, the court has pointedly reminded the government that the EPA has an “affirmative statutory obligation to regulate greenhouse gases.”

The EPA is apparently planning to issue a proposal to undo the CPP, along with a separate advance notice of its intent to consider a replacement. This keeps virtually all options on the table—including ultimately keeping the CPP in place. An overt effort by the Trump Administration to discard the plan would undoubtedly trigger new fights about notice-and-comment rulemaking before the D.C. Circuit, who will pass on the legality of any new proposed agency action. In such litigation, environmental groups could well claim that the President has failed to faithfully execute continuing U.S. international legal obligations under the Paris Accords, with any appeals to Chevron deference compromised by competing agency interpretations of the same Clean Air Act provisions.

Should the Trump Administration attempt other changes, domestic litigation seems inevitable. Undoing EPA rules that mandate fuel and energy efficiency standards would likely require a new regulatory process that will be subject to notice-and-comment rulemaking and stakeholder inputs. Even if Trump’s EPA tries to review the fuel economy standards, they are locked in until 2021, at which point a new President may take office. When the Trump EPA tried to stay enforcement of the Methane Rule and argued that its
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decision to do so was immune from judicial review, the court found the action “arbitrary and capricious” and considered it an effective revocation that fell outside the agency’s authority under the Clean Air Act. The court went on to rule that the EPA would have to initiate full rulemaking procedures to undo the regulation and that until then the agency must enforce the Methane Rule. Although litigation over regulation of hydrofluorocarbons continues, a new agreement was recently concluded in Montreal. While the federal government may seek to revoke California’s waiver under the Clean Air Act, California will surely fight to keep it.

If, in November 2019, the Administration should unilaterally give notice of its intent to withdraw from Paris, new litigation would almost certainly ensue, arguing that the President lacks constitutional power to withdraw from the Paris Agreement without congressional participation. Admittedly, the precedent most on point is the Supreme Court’s summary disposition nearly four decades ago in Goldwater v. Carter. Goldwater concerned a Senator’s challenge to the President’s decision unilaterally to terminate a bilateral mutual defense treaty with Taiwan in accordance with its terms, which was ultimately dismissed on political question grounds. But in Goldwater, the political branches had not yet reached “constitutional impasse,” and only one Justice voted on the merits to uphold the President’s treaty termination power, based on the peculiar fact that the case—unlike climate change—involves recognition of foreign governments, an issue over which the President plainly exercises plenary constitutional power. In the protracted Zivotofsky litigation...
tion, the Court recently declined a similar political-question challenge to an assertion of the President’s recognition power. Yet even if a litigation challenge ultimately proved unsuccessful, the litigation could still last more than a year, thereby pushing the national decision of whether to complete withdrawal past Trump’s presidency.

Those resisting Trump’s initiatives are not simply playing rope-a-dope. Widespread support for climate change solutions continues to grow among other transnational actors. Through the Under2 MOU coalition, states, provinces, regions, and cities around the world have pledged the common goal of reducing greenhouse gas emissions to 80–95% below 1990 levels by 2050. Already, the Governors of California, New York, and Washington have formed the United States Climate Alliance, a coalition that will bring together U.S. states to uphold the Paris Agreement and take further climate action. Similarly, through the Compact of Mayors, 600 global cities have pledged to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by nearly one billion tons annually by 2030. California alone could bring us 5% of the way to our global pledge, which is to cut our emissions by 26%–28% below 2005 levels by 2025. And emissions trading among subnational entities seems plainly possible under Paris Article 4.2.

Although President Trump claims the Paris Agreement would provide other countries with “an economic edge” over the United States, business leaders instead believe that future economic prosperity is best advanced by remaining in and supporting the Paris Agreement. Coal jobs will continue to be scarce. Default patterns have shifted toward clean energy and cannot be undone overnight. New power plants are much more likely to use cheap gas or renewables. The Breakthrough Energy Coalition, pioneered by Bill Gates, will invest $1 billion in companies that provide affordable clean energy.

---
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Through the “We Mean Business” Coalition, 471 companies with over $8 trillion in market capitalization have undertaken more than 1000 climate action commitments.116 For this same reason, hundreds of major companies and investors—including DuPont, eBay, Nike, Unilever, Levi Strauss & Co., Hilton, Adobe, Apple, Facebook, Google, and Hewlett Packard—have publicly urged President Trump to remain in the Paris Agreement.117 Even oil and gas companies—including Shell and Exxon Mobil—have endorsed remaining in the Agreement.118

Since Trump’s announcement, many U.S. climate stakeholders other than the federal government—such as states and localities119 and private clean energy entrepreneurs—have intensified their efforts toward meeting the Paris targets.120 These alternative stakeholders will almost surely generate an alternative plan of litigation and emissions reduction designed to keep U.S. emissions within striking distance of the promised U.S. Nationally Determined Contribution. As the Trump Administration waffles, the global community can keep doing what it is doing. It can disregard as legally meaningless the Trump Administration’s prospective “withdrawal” from the Paris Agreement, and instead look to these subnational and business leaders’ efforts to meet the greenhouse gas emissions reductions pledged by the U.S. under the Paris Agreement.121 Even if the U.S. does fall into arrears on emissions reductions or green climate fund contributions, as it has done in the past with respect to its U.N. dues, these other domestic and international stakeholders can exert pressure to force this Administration and the next to make up the difference in a more climate-friendly administration.

In short, Trump’s claimed withdrawal from the Paris Agreement marks just the beginning of the transnational legal process story. The outside strategy of “interaction—interpretation—internalization” is playing out even as we watch. And inside the government, the Trump plan to undo Paris is encountering bureaucratic obstacles. While the “disengage—black hole—hard power” faction won the day in June 2017, since then, the “engage—translate—leverage” approach has made a comeback, forcing continued engagement at the COPs to
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try to get better conditions at the margins of the Paris Agreement. Trump’s effort to withdraw has been stymied not just by career bureaucrats, but also by his own political appointees—such as Tillerson, Energy Secretary Rick Perry, National Security Adviser H.R. McMaster, and economic adviser Gary Cohn. All of them favor “engaging” (i.e., keeping a seat at the table) and “translating” (i.e., reading ambiguities in the treaty to permit lower U.S. environmental performance) over overt withdrawal, which they correctly see as leading to lost leverage in the COP process. And even if the Administration ends up trying to withdraw in accordance with the Agreement’s terms, it will be treating the Paris Agreement as bona fide international law that the United States has already internalized to a surprising degree.

The main message is that the Trump Administration does not own our climate policy. We all do. And if the federal government does not live up to its Paris commitments, many other players can fill the gap. Even as Trump says, “we’re leaving,” the rest of us can say (as the song goes) “I’m telling you, we’re not going.” There are many resisters, and many ways to resist.

Most important, the Paris Agreement was a bold global bet that developed and developing nations would all cooperate to reduce greenhouse gas emissions through incentives to develop clean energy. The environmental community and the global commitment to clean energy are far bigger than Donald Trump. His administration remains visibly divided on this issue and he has personally demonstrated little meaningful commitment or capacity to follow through on any of his public statements. As Trump’s policies and credibility fray on many fronts, time will tell whether his so-called Paris “withdrawal” will be just another one of them. With concerted effort, aggressive innovation, and a bit of luck, in Humphrey Bogart’s words, “we will always have Paris.”

D. Iran

Much the same could be said about the so-called Iran Nuclear Deal, which candidate Trump threatened to “rip up.” The July 14, 2015 comprehensive nuclear deal between Iran and the P5+1 (known as the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action, or JCPOA) envisions actions by Iran, the United States, the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), and the allies known as the P5+1 (the U.S., the U.K., France, Germany, China, and Russia, plus the European Union). After extended negotiation, Iran agreed to specified lim-
its on its nuclear development program in exchange for the P5+1’s undertaking to lift domestic and international sanctions that had been imposed through the United Nations.

Once again, the Iran Nuclear Deal illustrated the Obama–Clinton “engage–translate–leverage” “smart power” framework in action. The Obama Administration engaged with Iran, the P4 plus the E.U., the United Nations, and the IAEA. It translated Iran’s desire to maintain a civil nuclear program into a deal that verifiably cut off Iran’s pathways to a nuclear weapon while allowing Iran to engage in certain exclusively peaceful nuclear activities—all without endorsing a legal right to enrich—and gaining unprecedented monitoring access for the IAEA. The Obama team then leveraged that core norm first with the strengthening of sanctions in June 2010, followed by the gradual lifting of national and multilateral sanctions and the increasing of international inspection to achieve an outcome that would likely have been unattainable through military force. As concluded, the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action reduced Iran’s stockpiles of enriched uranium by 98%, forcing shipment of 25,000 pounds out of the country. The Plan increased the time that it would take Iran to acquire enough material for one bomb from 2–3 months to at least 1 year, reduced the number of Iran’s installed centrifuges by two-thirds, prevented Iran from producing weapons-grade plutonium, and verified the terms of the deal with robust IAEA monitoring and inspections.

At this writing, the JCPOA seems to be fragile, but functioning. As with the Paris Deal, the created regime of cooperation has become the focal point for all interested stakeholders’ expectations. Under domestic and international law, the JCPOA is a politically, not legally, binding arrangement. It is implemented on the U.S. side largely through executive branch waivers of nuclear-related sanctions in exchange for Iran dismantling its nuclear infrastructure under the watch of the IAEA. The IAEA, which, as a creature of international law, has a vested interest in following international law, continues to report that Iran is in compliance with the JCPOA. In January 2016, Iran dismantled much of its nuclear program, in accordance with the agreement reached by the P5+1. Under the terms of the accord, the U.S. and the E.U. removed their nuclear-related domestic sanctions, and the U.N. Security Council lifted similar sanctions under Resolution 2231, which terminated and replaced past resolutions. Meanwhile, Iran has carefully avoided acting to decrease its “breakout time.” This suggests that Iran will not violate the deal in
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a significant way, even while it tests the accord’s limits, particularly with respect to technical provisions—perhaps to create space to negotiate with the P5+1 on further sanctions relief. The key political commitments in the deal have already been fulfilled, and they are in any event multilateral, sequential, and enforced by existing domestic sanction authorities.

Should the Iranians continue to keep their part of the bargain, the Trump Administration would be hard-pressed to replace with nothing a multilateral deal that seems to be working. The other partners to the deal—the Europeans, the Russians, and the Chinese—will not default on their political obligations just because Donald Trump wants to tear the deal up. Nor will they return unilaterally to reimposing sanctions on Iran. Meanwhile, the network of trade deals being struck between their businesses and Iran’s will likely continue to multiply. Under this umbrella of inter-governmental cooperation, Iran’s economy seems to be recovering. Iran has made deals to expand its oil fields, build cars, buy anti-aircraft systems from Russia, and purchase dozens of aircraft from European and American companies. Consistent with the deal’s sanctions relief, the U.S. released its hold on tens of billions of dollars in frozen Iranian oil revenues. Gradual re-enmeshment of the foreign and Iranian banking sectors continues. And some Israelis have become strikingly hesitant to encourage the President to carry through on his threats to kill the deal, which has won over advocates within Israel as a peaceful alternative that has “blocked Iran’s path to a nuclear weapon, and prevented the emergence of an arms race in the Middle East.”

At this writing, President Trump has attacked the Iran Nuclear Deal before the United Nations and, after twice certifying Iran’s compliance with the deal, announced that he would not certify it a third time because Iran had “committed multiple violations of the agreement [and]... [was] not living up

128. See Joshua Keating, What Happens If Trump Blows Up the Iran Deal?, SLATE (Nov. 17, 2016, 3:38 PM), http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slates/2016/11/17/what_happens_if_trump_blow (noting that “EU governments... recently reaffirmed their commitment to continue with the deal”).


130. See Dan Joyner, The Trump Presidency and the Iran Nuclear Deal: Initial Thoughts, EJIL: TALK! (Nov. 17, 2016), http://www.ejiltalk.org/the-trump-presidency-and-the-iran-nuclear-deal-initial-thoughts [http://perma.cc/HC2W-WQA9] (“If the U.S. were to re-impose or even strengthen secondary banking sanctions on foreign banks, it’s hard to say if this would have any effect on the pace of re-engagement with Iran by European and Asian businesses, mostly because those businesses have already had to find ways to work around unclear U.S. banking sanctions...”).

131. Daiss, supra note 124 (quoting Shemuel Meir, former analyst for the Israeli Defense Forces and researcher at Tel Aviv University); see also Carmi Gillon, The Iran Nuclear Deal Has Been a Blessing for Israel, FOREIGN POL’Y (July 13, 2017), http://foreignpolicy.com/2017/07/13/the-iran-nuclear-deal-has-been-a-blessing-for-israel-jcpoa [http://perma.cc/TFT5-ECAT] (noting that “while a majority of my colleagues in the Israeli military and intelligence communities supported the deal once it was reached, many of those who had major reservations now acknowledge that it has had a positive impact on Israel’s security and must be fully maintained by the United States and other signatory nations”).
to the spirit of the deal.”

However, Trump has not gone so far as to withdraw from or renegotiate the agreement, instead pushing to Congress the decision whether or not to reimpose sanctions. As such, the United States currently remains within the bounds of the JCPOA, though the chance that it might collapse due to U.S. noncompliance or Iranian retaliation has increased. Meanwhile, the IAEA has now certified for the eighth straight time that Iran remains in compliance with the deal. In theory, Trump could change course and decline to waive U.S. statutory sanctions in response to future Iranian actions, but Iran could nevertheless choose to fulfill its JCPOA nuclear commitments anyway, to benefit from the continued lifting of U.N. and E.U. sanctions. The Trump Administration could also unilaterally trigger the “snapback” mechanism of Resolution 2231, which allows any P-5 member to initiate reimposition of the comprehensive U.N. sanctions by claiming a violation, without a vote by the U.N. Security Council. But other stakeholders may not agree that such a violation has occurred. Even if the U.N. sanctions that were in place before the deal were legally reimposed, it seems unlikely that the other Security Council members, particularly China and Russia, would enforce them. However, were the JCPOA to fall apart, the access of the IAEA to conduct inspections would also disappear, and that agency would no longer be in a position to verify the exclusively peaceful nature of Iran’s program. Worst of all, Iranian officials, claiming reciprocal breach by the United States, could claim just cause for restarting their nuclear program and build a bomb. As with repealing Obamacare, a Republican Congress would be skeptical of imposing new sanctions without a better deal in place. The new Administration would simply have created another “lose–lose” situation, blowing up a preexisting deal without creating a new one, losing in the process its allies, its leverage, and its guaran-
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teed visibility into the Iranian nuclear program.

For all of these reasons, "Trump’s advisers are putting out signals that rather than simply scrapping the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action, . . . his administration will try to renegotiate it to get more favorable terms." But that cannot happen if other JCPOA participants refuse to renegotiate. Even if talks were now reopened, the new Administration could hardly get a better deal because the U.S. could not invoke as leverage the crushing multilateral sanctions that brought Iran to the table in the first place. All the key Republicans (e.g., House Speaker Paul Ryan and Senate Foreign Relations Committee Chair Bob Corker) see ripping up the deal as not worth the downsides, and many in the Trump Administration are quietly admitting that the deal will not be withdrawn.

Of course, as with the Paris Agreement, under the Trump Administration, the JCPOA could die a “death by a thousand cuts.” For example, the U.S. government could underperform its commitments under the JCPOA by having the Treasury actively discourage third-country investment and at the same time overplay its interpretation of Iranian commitments, with a hair trigger for sanctions in response to claimed Iranian breaches. Because Trump has declined to certify Iranian compliance, he has kicked it to the congressional leadership to decide whether to enact expedited legislation, which could force a snapback of the sanctions suspended under the deal. Although this would put the U.S. in noncompliance and create great tension with other treaty partners, Trump and Congress could blame one another and the Iranians, even if the Iranians had largely lived up to their commitments. And the action of hardliners in Washington could perversely strengthen hardliners in Tehran—including the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps. So while reformist Iranian President Hassan Rouhani won re-election in May 2017, staking his reputation on the economic benefits of the deal, the future of the JCPOA remains unsure.

What all of this again reminds us is that deals are sticky and global governance regimes are path-dependent. As these regimes develop, they take on a life of their own—building consensus about what set of norms, rules, principles, and decision-making procedures should apply in a particular issue area. Intricate patterns of layered public and private cooperation develop, and formal lawmaking and institutions eventually emerge. These patterns create stiff paths of least resistance from which new political leaders can deviate only at considerable cost. As important, the Iran deal shows the continuing need to apply the smart power strategy of engage-translate-leverage. As the two
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136. See Kahl, supra note 134 ("Iran could withdraw from the JCPOA and resume its march toward a nuclear-weapons capability, and the region would be back on the path to a major war.")
initial Iran negotiators put it:

The smart way to proceed would be to keep the world’s powers united and the burden of proof on Iran[:] relentless [multilateral] enforcement; enhancing sanctions that punish Iran’s non-nuclear misbehavior, including its missile program and sponsorship of terrorism; working closely with Arab partners to deter Iran’s meddling in their internal affairs; and making plain our concerns with Iran’s domestic human rights abuses[ while] using the diplomatic channel we opened with Iran, after 35 years without such contact, to avoid inadvertent escalation.  

Most important, there could not be a more inopportune moment for our President to denigrate denuclearization diplomacy and to give our adversaries reason to doubt our willingness to keep our nuclear deals than at this moment, when we face a bona fide nuclear crisis in North Korea.

E. North Korea

As the Trump Administration began, Vice President Pence intoned that the era of “strategic patience is over.” But what precisely does that mean: that we have now entered an era of strategic impatience? Secretary of State Tillerson announced that “all options are on the table” with regard to North Korea. And in a frightening display of saber-rattling, Donald Trump issued a statement from his vacation home threatening “fire, fury and frankly power the likes of which this world has never seen before.” He recently repeated that threat at the United Nations General Assembly, calling Kim Jong-un “Rocket Man” and threatening to “totally destroy” a country with whom we are not at war and that is populated by more than 25 million people, most of them civilians.

I have visited North Korea three times, most recently in 2000 on an extended trip with Secretary Albright. I found the North Korean leadership extreme, but not suicidal, and certainly rational enough to understand how coun-
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terproductive it would be to invite a massive military attack by the United States. But unless we are willing to sacrifice hundreds of thousands of Korean and American lives, no military option is truly viable, especially in a fragile moment when South Korea is just emerging from the recent political turmoil of presidential impeachment. After roiling diplomatic waters by initially declaring that he would consider recognizing Taiwan, Trump has now been schooled by Beijing that he needs Chinese cooperation to put diplomatic pressure on Pyongyang.

Because events from the Korean peninsula are evolving so rapidly—in what some have called a “Cuban Missile Crisis in slow motion”\textsuperscript{142}—it is obviously treacherous to make predictions about what will happen next. Trump has thrown an unfortunate wild card into the mix: his uncontrolled nuclear rhetoric, to which an unstable Kim Jong-un could too easily overreact. When one can no longer tell whether unhinged words have been spoken by the President of North Korea or of the United States, we face the terrifying prospect that two egotistical, mercurial leaders may engage in a game of nuclear chicken that serves no one’s best interest.

But the history of nuclear diplomacy teaches that no nation has surrendered its nuclear weapons under threat. To the contrary, those that have surrendered their arsenals—most prominently Iran and Libya—have done so only when confronted by concerted, unified multilateral diplomacy and relief from sanctions.\textsuperscript{143} A recent historical review found that over the last quarter century, North Korean provocations have usually declined when diplomatic engagement with the United States has increased.\textsuperscript{144} That suggests that the only way out of the North Korean crisis is more intense diplomatic dialogue backed by sanctions. Our diplomatic experts should be talking to their North Korean counterparts almost every day.\textsuperscript{145} The goal of such sustained intense dialogue should be to discourage further nuclear missile testing and to coax


\textsuperscript{145} Secretary of State Tillerson recently confirmed that some kind of direct dialogue with North Korea is in fact occurring. See David Sanger, U.S. in Direct Communication with North Korea, Says Tillerson, N.Y. TIMES (Sept. 30, 2017) (quoting Secretary Tillerson) (“‘We have a couple, three channels open to Pyongyang . . . mark[ing] the first sign that the Trump administration has been trying its own version of what the Obama [Administration did with Iran: using a series of backchannel, largely secret communications that, after years of negotiation, resulted in a nuclear accord.’],”) https://www.nytimes.com/2017/09/30/world/asia/us-north-korea-tillerson.html [http://perma.cc/ETU2-6XAT]. But it is unclear that the President himself supports this diplomatic initiative. See Donald J. Trump (@realDonaldTrump), TWITTER (Oct. 1, 2017, 9:30 AM) (“I told Rex Tillerson . . . that he is wasting his time trying to negotiate with Little Rocket Man . . . .”), https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/914497877543735296 [http://perma.cc/3TNW-V3CK].
the North Koreans to accept a new iteration of the Six Party Talks (the two Koreas, Russia, China, Japan, Taiwan, and the United States), a historic multiparty dialogue that resulted from North Korea’s 2003 withdrawal from the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty and that (until its discontinuation in 2009) modeled the kind of diplomatic dialogue that generated the Iran Nuclear Deal. The election of South Korean President Moon Jae In, a politician committed to dialogue with the North, raises the additional prospect of new “good cop–bad cop”-style negotiations.

When all is said and done, Trump’s bellicose rhetoric has not altered America’s main policy alternative for North Korea, which remains international law as smart power.146 After vociferous initial criticism of the Obama–Clinton North Korea strategy, the Trump Administration has little choice but to revert to a variant of the Obama Administration’s past policies. As the Iran Nuclear Deal shows, an engage–translate–leverage approach would combine at least six elements: containment through renewed sanctions of the kind voted on by the U.N. Security Council in August 2017147; deterrence through coordinated U.S.-ROK military cooperation; intense multilateral diplomacy with a special focus on North Korea’s horrifying human rights record148; an accelerated surveillance and cybersabotage program; and enhanced diplomatic pressure by China, all with an eye toward eventually reviving the Six Party Talks as an ongoing diplomatic forum to discuss a standstill to the North Korean nuclear program in exchange for the food, energy, sanctions relief, and international recognition that Kim Jong-un so clearly craves.149

But if this option is to have a chance, the most critical step that President Trump can take with respect to North Korea is to continue to abide by the Iran Nuclear Deal. For the United States cannot persuade Kim Jong-un to listen—or use its smart power to encourage Russia, China, and our European allies to keep the pressure on him—unless all of those nations believe that the United States will stick by that deal, particularly if it ensures greater IAEA visibility into North Korean nuclear activities. Ultimately, America’s only realistic option in North Korea—negotiating and abiding by a painstakingly negotiated

multilateral deal—will end up looking a lot like the “strategic patience” policy that Trump supposedly rejected.

F. Russian Hacking and Cybersecurity

All of the U.S. intelligence agencies investigating the incident have now agreed that Russia hacked the 2016 presidential election. They found that Russia’s President Putin did so with an eye toward undermining public faith in the U.S. democratic process, denigrating Hillary Clinton, and helping to elect Donald Trump. The multiple investigations currently proceeding before the House and Senate Intelligence Committees—not to mention the first grand jury indictments recently brought by Special Counsel Robert Mueller—all focus on, inter alia, possible Russian collusion with U.S. persons around election manipulation. These investigations should in time tell us precisely what violations of domestic law may have occurred.

Even without these investigatory findings, based on what we already know, there seems little doubt that the Russian hack violated international law. Although the international law of cyberspace is in its infancy, even if the Russians did not actually manipulate polling results, illegal coercive interference in another country’s electoral politics—including the deliberate spreading of false news—constitutes a blatant intervention in violation of international law. The most prominent group of experts writing on cyberwar and cybersecurity has declared that “[i]llegal coercive interference could include manipulation of elections or of public opinion on the eve of elections, as when online news services are altered in favor of a particular party, false news is spread, or the online services of one party are shut off.” An external attempt to distort the information that voters possess when they go to the
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polls also violates the human rights of the electors under the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.\textsuperscript{154} While we do not yet know the full story of this sorry episode, plainly, this is not a partisan issue, and it could well recur soon, in the United States or abroad.\textsuperscript{155} Given these manifest violations, the recommended response would be to engage--translate--leverage. Ideally, the United States would diplomatically engage the Russians, seek acknowledgement that their actions were illegal or inappropriate, translate from emerging cyberlaw and existing human rights law to articulate the international norms violated, and then seek to leverage from that piece of state practice to a policy outcome whereby Russia would forego future hacking misadventures.

Before he left office, President Obama began that process with a calibrated, lawful response under international law: expelling a number of Russian diplomats and closing spy facilities within the United States. Shortly after the 2016 election, the Obama Administration issued a legal interpretation. Without mentioning Russia by name, my successor as State Department Legal Adviser publicly cautioned that “a cyber operation by a State that interferes with another country’s ability to hold an election or that manipulates another country’s election results would be a clear violation of the rule of non-intervention.”\textsuperscript{156} But attempts to leverage those first two understated steps into a broader political outcome have been disrupted by the Trump Administration’s mercurial behavior. While repeatedly calling the various investigations a “witch hunt,” President Trump has at various points threatened to retract, or potentially modify, President Obama’s response to the hacking. At this writing, however, he still has not yet followed through on those threats.\textsuperscript{157} Meanwhile, Congress has now passed a sweeping Russian sanctions bill by veto-proof margins, and the President has reluctantly signed it.\textsuperscript{158}
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One lingering question is whether the United States should now use its cyberassets to punish Russian hackers directly, such as by trying to knock them offline or damaging their hardware, once we meet the burden of proof for attribution of proxy acts to official actors.  

Unfortunately, the Trump Administration’s continuing reluctance even to acknowledge that the hacking has occurred has given cover to Putin’s refusal to accept responsibility for his actions. Instead, Russia has now vowed an aggressive pushback against the new congressional sanctions. As a result, the Russian hack stands in the way of rationalizing other aspects of U.S. policy toward Russia going forward. These include Russia’s intense desire to get sanctions lifted; the human rights issues surrounding Putin’s treatment of demonstrators and what one commentator called a “trail of dead Russians”; and the continuing need for the United States and Russia to remain engaged with one another—even within a now-strained relationship—regarding such thorny unresolved issues as Syria, IS, Iran, and Ukraine.

G. Ukraine

Ukraine is another area where, despite blatant Russian intervention, a hard-power ouster does not appear to be a live option. With then-Vice President Joe Biden taking the lead, the Obama Administration sought to pursue an engage–translate–leverage strategy: engaging with the European Union and the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe in direct dialogue regarding Ukraine, translating norms of nonintervention to make it clear that the United States considered Russia’s invasion of Ukraine and its seizure of oil reserves in Crimea blatantly illegal, and trying to leverage these elements into a broader “Minsk II” diplomatic process aimed at securing a fairer long-term outcome more respectful of democracy and human rights. When Russia brushed these efforts aside, Ukraine took matters into its own hands and triggered its own set of interactions designed to generate legal interpretations that could ultimately be internalized into Russian domestic conduct. When the Obama Administration left office, the new Administration ceased robust engagement with Russia on Ukraine, and Ukraine’s efforts to seek international justice took on new meaning. Just before Trump’s inau-
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guration, Ukraine brought an application against Russia before the International Court of Justice in The Hague (ICJ), alleging that Russia had violated the Terrorism Financing Convention with its actions in Eastern Ukraine, particularly in allowing a Buk missile to enter Ukraine in 2014 that was then used to shoot down a civilian Malaysian aircraft, MH-17. The lawsuit further alleged that Russia’s systematic discriminatory actions in Crimea against Crimean Tatars and ethnic Ukrainians violated Russia’s obligation under the Convention for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (CERD). In April 2017, the Court issued an order for provisional measures against Russia on the CERD issue and also made clear its expectation that Russia would both honor the Terrorism Financing Convention during the duration of the litigation and honor its commitments in the Minsk II process, which include stopping the flow of weapons to illegal groups in Ukraine.163

In the face of a flagging multilateral diplomatic process and baffling passivity toward Russian adventurism by the Trump Administration, Ukraine has been able to deploy transnational legal process as part of a broader response to Russian aggression. A judgment from the ICJ could help strengthen a collective response to Russia’s adventurism and delegitimize Putin’s actions, making implementation of the Minsk II process more likely. At the same time, Ukraine has combined its ICJ litigation with other cases: a challenge to the seizure of Crimean oil reserves before the International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea, as well as investor–state arbitrations under a bilateral investment treaty regarding expropriation and illegal interference by Russia with investments in Ukraine.164

While it is too early to tell whether these various international lawsuits will succeed, they have plainly allowed Ukraine to seize back the initiative, put Russia on the defensive, and fill some of the vacuum left by the Trump Administration’s refusal to challenge Putin publicly. By bringing these transnational claims, Ukraine has been able to directly contest Russia’s actions in various tribunals capable of passing on the legality of those actions, reasserting itself as an independent player confronting Russia within the transnational legal process.


H. Al Qaeda and IS

As I have detailed elsewhere, in its counterterrorism efforts over the last decade, the United States has taken substantial steps to outline an emerging law of 21st-century war. President Obama sought to narrow an endless "war on terror" into a narrower armed conflict in which drones and other tools are used to dismantle specific non-state transnational networks that threaten the United States, such as Al Qaeda and Daesh, or IS (the so-called "Islamic State"). Under these principles, the United States is at war not with "terror" generally, but with a specific transnational terror network that links Al Qaeda, the Taliban, and associated forces.

Within this narrower armed conflict, drones are a legally available tool, not a strategy. Unlike torture, which is always illegal, the use of drones can be lawful in wartime, depending on the precise facts regarding how they are used. Drones can be used as part of a much broader collective "smart power" response to terrorism, whereby the United States engages with its allies; translates from the existing laws of war in an effort to integrate lawful targeting and detention into a broader smart power strategy; and leverages limited uses of force with strong legal tools, such as diplomacy, development, and cooperative law enforcement.

President Obama detailed this approach in a wide-ranging speech delivered at the National Defense University in May 2013. In that speech, the President made clear America's preference for capture over kill and respect for state sovereignty. He also expressed a commitment to the notion that self-defense may be invoked to use force against a continuing imminent threat (based on a necessarily elongated notion of "imminence") against senior operational leaders who are clearly determined to strike against the United States, so long as there is a "near-certainty that no civilians will be killed or injured." In December 2016, the Obama Administration finally embedded these principles into a comprehensive "legal and policy frameworks" docu-
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ment, which offered a detailed exposition of how the various U.S. practices developed during that Administration are consistent with the laws of war.\footnote{See Frameworks Report, supra note 78. After this lecture was delivered, the President also issued an executive order calling for regular disclosure of civilian casualty statistics. See id. at 26–27; United States Policy on Pre- and Post-Strike Measures to Address Civilian Casualties in U.S. Operations Involving the Use of Force, 81 Fed. Reg. 44,485 (July 1, 2016); see also Charlie Savage & Scott Shane, U.S. Reveals Death Toll from Airstrikes Outside War Zones, N.Y. TIMES (July 1, 2016), http://www.nytimes.com/2016/07/02/world/us-reveals-death-toll-from-airstrikes-outside-of-war-zones.html [http://perma.cc/6CEN-D6UK]. In my view, more steps toward transparency and standard-setting should still be taken. See Harold Hongju Koh, Remarks at the Oxford Union: How to End the Forever War? 14 (May 7, 2013), available at http://opiniojuris.org/wp-content/uploads/2013-5-7-corrected-koh-oxford-union-speech-as-delivered.pdf [http://perma.cc/VPJ5-STC8] ("[T]he real issue . . . is not drone technology per se, but the need for transparent, agreed-upon domestic and international legal process and standards.") (emphasis omitted).}

Under traditional laws of war, the United States is obliged to follow both the law of initiating war (jus ad bellum) and the law of conducting war (jus in bello). Under domestic law, the United States must follow the terms of both the Constitution and the various statutory authorizations for, and restrictions on, the use of military force.\footnote{See, e.g., Authorization for Use of Military Force, Pub. L. No. 107-40, § 2(b), 115 Stat. 224, 224 (2001).} Since the second half of the George W. Bush Administration, the United States has asserted that it is in a non-international armed conflict with Al Qaeda, the Taliban, and associated forces in response to the 9/11 attacks and may use force consistent with the laws of war and its inherent right to self-defense. Under this theory, the Obama Administration construed IS to be a successor to Al Qaeda, as a splinter or offshoot of Al Qaeda Core, that entered the fight against the United States alongside other armed groups in such active theaters of battle as Afghanistan, Iraq, and Syria.\footnote{For more detailed discussion of the Administration’s legal theory for using force against ISIL, see Frameworks Report, supra note 78, at 4, 11; Harold Hongju Koh, Obama’s ISIL Legal Rollout: Bungled, Clearly. But Illegal? Really?, JUST SECURITY (Sept. 29, 2014, 8:03 AM), https://www.justsecurity.org/15692/obamas-isil-legal-rollout-bungled-clearly-illegal-really [http://perma.cc/4RC2-VRG6]. A recent lawsuit, Smith v. Obama, which challenged the domestic legality of that legal theory, was dismissed both for lack of standing and as a political question but is currently pending on appeal before the D.C. Circuit. See No. 16-843 (D.D.C. Nov. 21, 2016) (mem.); Charlie Savage, Suit Calling War on ISIS Illegal Is Rejected, N.Y. TIMES (Nov. 21, 2016), http://www.nytimes.com/2016/11/21/us/politics/judge-lawsuit-war-isis.html [http://perma.cc/8997-EUUZ]. But see Marty Lederman, Judge Kollar-Kotelly Dismisses Captain Smith’s Suit, JUST SECURITY (Nov. 22, 2016, 8:05 AM), https://www.justsecurity.org/34778/judge-kollar-kotelly-dismisses-captain-smiths-suit [http://perma.cc/D89H-7F4X] (challenging court’s political question ruling).} The United States is participating there against IS based not on Assad’s consent, but rather because it acts in collective self-defense of Iraq.

The lawfulness of our actions is an issue fundamental to the legitimacy of U.S. counterterrorism policy. Yet based on recent reporting, it remains unclear how scrupulously these legal and policy rules—particularly the rules to ensure that civilians are not targeted—are being followed by the new Trump
Administration. Nor did President Trump’s recent speech on his Afghan-
istan strategy clarify much beyond his intention to maintain an unspecified
number of troops there for the indefinite future. Significantly, despite
Trump’s decision to lift the Obama rules for Somalia, the U.S. military com-
mander for the African Command continued to apply the “near certainty”
standard against civilian deaths. But in Yemen, by contrast, Trump lifted
these restrictions just before a disastrous raid that killed many civilians.
In September 2017, the Trump Administration finally announced its replacement
of Obama’s Presidential Policy Guidance with a new, apparently looser
framework. But an initial read of that document leaves unclear exactly
how much the drone rules have really been loosened.

With respect to IS, the United States is completing a huge struggle in
Mosul, Iraq, and Raqqa, Syria. But use of hard power against IS in these
strongholds also formed a key piece of Hillary Clinton’s plan for fighting IS—to take out these strongholds by intensifying the air campaign and
stepping up support for local forces on the ground. While these are important
steps, the Islamic State is still alive, and America has only shown again its
impressive capacity to exercise hard power. But what remains underde-
veloped or missing from the government’s program are the smart-power piec-
es of the Clinton strategy, particularly pursuit of a diplomatic strategy to re-
solve Syria’s civil war and Iraq’s sectarian conflict between Sunnis and
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Shias—both of which have contributed to the rise of IS. Nor is it clear what steps, if any, the Trump Administration is taking to cut off IS’s supplies, money, arms, propaganda, and fighters.

The conflict against IS is taking place not just in Iraq and Syria but also online and in the homelands of North America and Europe. The United States must also mobilize smart-power cybertools and public diplomacy to lead a concerted effort to discredit IS ideology online: stop digital recruitment strategies; harden homeland defenses; use an “intelligence surge” to build resilience at home; and make concerted individual and collective law enforcement efforts to discover and disrupt terrorist plots before they occur. Although this broader smart-power approach requires the new Administration to maintain strong alliances, particularly with Canada and Europe, in his earliest diplomatic conversations President Trump has placed those alliances under extraordinary strain, including with his ill-considered Muslim Ban.

Going forward, the most critical aspect of the United States counterterrorism approach will be its perceived legality. A canary in the coal mine will be the Trump Administration’s treatment of homegrown sympathizers “inspired” by Al Qaeda or IS and how it distinguishes criminal acts from acts of war. Under the Obama theory, such self-radicalized individuals are considered imitators, not “members,” of these terrorist organizations and hence most fit for criminal prosecution, not military action. And the United States has long successfully prosecuted horrific acts of terrorism within our civilian criminal justice system.

In the months ahead, we must beware the “self-generated 9/11.” Suppose Trump’s Travel Ban inspires a Muslim-American residing in the United States to get a gun, shoot up a nightclub, and then post on Facebook that he supports Al Qaeda and IS. Our criminal justice system has a long and well-established history of swiftly trying and punishing such acts. That scenario will present no reason to bestow any new authorities on the executive branch, to send that person to Guantanamo, or to try that person before the struggling military commissions on the false claim that we cannot trust “so-called judges” to protect our safety. Self-radicalized criminals should be subject to law enforcement, not warfare. Oklahoma City bomber Timothy McVeigh plotted and executed an attack that killed three hundred people, but he was given due process, represented, tried, convicted, and executed all within a civilian setting.\(^\text{184}\) Similarly, Dzhokhar Tsarnaev, the younger Boston Marathon bomber, was fully represented, convicted, tried, and sentenced in an Article III court, during a time when the cumbersome post-9/11 military commission

system achieved no meaningful convictions.\textsuperscript{185} As the Trump Administration’s counterterrorism strategy evolves, its perceived legality under both international and domestic law will prove key to whether other transnational actors will continue to support the broader U.S. approach or rather, choose to challenge it as illegal before courts and other transnational fora.

\textit{I. Syria}

That brings us finally to the vexing issue of Syria, the greatest humanitarian tragedy of our time. Six years of civil war have witnessed more than 450,000 Syrian deaths, 6 million internally displaced, and 5 million refugees, some 2 million of them children.\textsuperscript{186} I have elsewhere suggested a broader approach to this complex problem, which includes at least five elements:\textsuperscript{187} (1) fighting the IS; (2) pursuing accountability for Assad and other leading war criminals; (3) responses to Assad’s attacks on civilians (e.g., safe zones, ceasefires, responses to the use of chemical weapons); (4) energizing the peace process; and (5) the refugee crisis, which has strained the frontline states and disrupted Europe. Simply put, the debacle has grown out of Assad’s brutality, eight Russian vetoes, and no viable peace process. Here, too, the key question has been how to add a lawful hard-power element to the effort without undermining the soft-power strategy to solve the overall crisis. The absence of a threat of lawful force has crippled effective diplomacy and created a mismatch between broader policy objectives and available soft-power tools.

Is doing nothing in Syria our only option? Or is there a lawful option that would enable the United States to use Richard Holbrooke-style “diplomacy backed by force” to prevent outrageous attacks on civilians—particularly those employing chemical weapons—and to jumpstart diplomacy, achieve a durable ceasefire, and move eventually toward a Syrian version of the Dayton Peace Accords? During the 2016 presidential campaign debates, three of the four national candidates—Hillary Clinton, Tim Kaine, and Trump’s vice-presidential candidate Mike Pence—argued that the United States should use limited military force in Syria to create a humanitarian corridor and no-fly zone.\textsuperscript{188} The Obama Administration argued that a no-fly zone would not achieve the humanitarian results that those who supported it desired but con-


\textsuperscript{187} See Koh, \textit{The Emerging Law of 21st Century War}, supra note 165, at 504–11.

tinuously reviewed the possibility of various forms of direct intervention in Syria. Donald Trump argued vociferously against further involvement in Syria. But on April 6, 2017, following reports that Assad had again used chemical weapons against civilians, including small children, the new President abruptly reversed course and launched missile strikes against Assad’s forces.189

Although I am obviously no fan of this Administration, I have argued elsewhere that under emerging international law, the Trump Administration’s April 6 strikes against Syria were not illegal.190 This view also seems to align with the view of several key governments who supported the action in the days after the attacks.191 The United Kingdom, Denmark, and Belgium have all articulated the conditions under which they believe humanitarian intervention to be lawful.192 But the United States has remained quiet. President Obama began his presidency by saying that he believed in humanitarian intervention, but his administration never publicly stated a legal test.193 In the


(1) If a humanitarian crisis creates consequences significantly disruptive of international order—including proliferation of chemical weapons, massive refugee outflows, and events destabilizing to regional peace and security—that would likely soon create an imminent threat to the acting nations (which would give rise to an urgent need to act in individual and collective self-defense under U.N. Charter Article 51);
(2) a Security Council resolution were not available because of persistent veto; and the group of nations that had persistently sought Security Council action had exhausted all other remedies reasonably available under the circumstances, they would not violate U.N. Charter Article 2(4) if they used
(3) limited force for genuinely humanitarian purposes that was necessary and proportionate to address the imminent threat, would demonstrably improve the humanitarian situation, and would terminate as soon as the threat is abated.
In particular, these nations’ claim that their actions were not wrongful would be strengthened if they could demonstrate:
(4) that the action was collective, e.g., involving the General Assembly’s Uniting for Peace Resolution or regional arrangements under U.N. Charter Chapter VIII;
(5) that collective action would prevent the use of a per se illegal means by the territorial state, e.g., deployment of banned chemical weapons; or
(6) would help to avoid a per se illegal end, e.g., genocide, war crimes, crimes against humanity, or an avertable humanitarian disaster, such as the widespread slaughter of innocent civilians, for example, another Halabja or Srebrenica. To be credible, the legal analysis of any particular situation would need to substantiate each of these factors with persuasive factual evidence of: (1) Disruptive Consequences Likely to Lead to Imminent Threat; (2) Exhaustion; (3) Limited, Necessary, Proportionate, and Humanitarian Use of Force; (4) Collective Action; (5) Illegal Means; and (6) Avoidance of Illegal Ends.

[While it was] early to judge whether the Trump Administration’s April 6 actions satisfy this standard, particularly points (3) and (4), if they did, recognition of a customary international law ‘affirmative defense’ against a claim of Article 2(4) violation would provide an ex post exemption from legal wrongfulness.
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days following the U.S. response, the Trump Administration similarly declined to offer any meaningful analysis defending the legality of those missile strikes.

In the months ahead, the Administration’s lawyers should correct that glaring omission and make clear when and under what circumstances the United States deems limited intervention for humanitarian purposes to be lawful and appropriate. As I have argued elsewhere, I would favor a test that does not preauthorize humanitarian intervention, but rather allows it to be asserted as an affirmative defense that would exempt actions that meet rigorous standards from legal wrongfulness. Whether or not you accept my test, we plainly need to articulate and agree upon a better rule to evaluate the legality of unilateral humanitarian intervention. As I have argued throughout this lecture, to build a smart-power solution, the United States must engage, translate, and leverage. To solve Syria, the United States must join other nations—including Russia—in building a sustainable peace process, organized around lawful conduct and a durable legal arrangement, and leverage that lawful core into a broader policy solution that contains and manages the sprawling crisis.

In arguing for a public legal rationale for humanitarian intervention, my goal is not to have lawyers provide an excuse for unconstrained use of force in places like Syria. Rather, the goal is to make legally available the option of diplomacy backed by force, which would give greater leverage for meaningful diplomacy than diplomatic talk alone.

I do not believe that the claim that, absent a Security Council resolution, humanitarian intervention is never legally available under domestic or international law can be sustained as a matter of law or policy. This “never-never
rule” exhibits the absolutist, formalist, textualist, originalist quality Americans usually associate with the late Justice Antonin Scalia. It relies on absolutist readings of text, as those texts were “originally understood,” claiming that a nation may not engage in unilateral humanitarian intervention because of prohibitive wordings of Article 2(4) of the U.N. Charter196 and Article I of the U.S. Constitution.197 But on inspection, this position cannot be sustained. In both cases, this simplistic, absolutist reading cannot be squared with state practice, inter-branch practice, or the broader object and purpose of the document the reader claims to be interpreting.

As a matter of international law, the never-never rule is inconsistent with the object and purpose of the U.N. Charter, whose broad purposes include “promoting and encouraging respect for human rights.”198 The absolutist position would allow each of the five permanent members of the U.N. Security Council (P5) to commit genocide against their own citizens with no basis for another actor to intervene to protect the population at risk. It seems equally inconsistent for a P5 member like Russia to protect a client state like Assad’s Syria when it commits war crimes and crimes against humanity against its own citizens by insulating that conduct from international law’s condemnation through eight consecutive U.N. Security Council vetoes. To overcome the manifest rigidity of the never-never rule, state practice has offered many prominent counterexamples of de facto humanitarian intervention199: India-Bangladesh200; Tanzania-Uganda201; Vietnam-Cambodia (Khmer Rouge); the U.S. and the U.K. creating no-fly zones over Iraq to protect the Kurds and the Shias202; and of course, NATO’s famous Kosovo episode of the late 20th century.203 If we as international lawyers believe that international law should serve human purposes—including the protection of human rights, and not just the territorial sovereignty of states—then an immutable never-never rule cannot survive as the legal rule governing unilateral humanitarian intervention in

196. U.N. Charter art. 2(4) (“All Members shall refrain in their international relations from the threat or use of force against the territorial integrity of political independence of any state, or in any other manner inconsistent with the Purposes of the United Nations.”).
197. U.S. Const. art. I, § 8, cl. 11 (“Congress shall have Power . . . to declare war.”).
the 21st century. 204

It seems similarly inconsistent with the design of the U.S. Constitution to
say—in the face of a long history of consistent executive branch practice to
the contrary—that a limited, unilateral executive strike genuinely motivated
by humanitarian purposes constitutes a “war” that, constitutionally, Congress
must always declare. As I have chronicled elsewhere, the Framers plainly in-
tended to have a strong executive operating within a strong constitutional sys-
tem capable of responding effectively to emergent external threats. 205 Be-
cause of the superior institutional capacity of the executive to respond, over
time, inter-branch practice has inevitably shifted discretion to the President to
respond in many bona fide emergency situations, eroding the domestic face of
the never-never rule through institutional acquiescence.

As a policy matter, the never-never rule creates a bias for passivity that
guts the possibilities for smart power—diplomacy backed by force of the kind
that might motivate the initiation of a “Syrian Dayton” peace process to re-
solve the festering crisis. It promotes a bi-level bias toward inaction in the
face of gross human rights abuses at both the international and domestic level.
The consequences of that legal bias favoring passivity falls on innocent civil-
ians and guts the possibilities for meaningful atrocities prevention. In the last
five years, the only two times that Russia and Assad have been willing to en-
gage seriously at the diplomatic table have happened when the United States
credibly threatened force: President Obama’s 2013 “red line” episode (which
prompted the removal of a significant stockpile of chemical weapons) and
2017. Before the April 6 strikes, the U.S. Secretary of State had little diplo-
matic leverage: he could only say to Russia’s President Putin and Foreign
Minister Lavrov, “If you use chemical weapons on innocent Syrian civilians,
we will use harsh language and introduce an U.N. Security Council Resolu-
tion that you can veto for the 9th time.” But the lawful availability of the use-
of-force option would instead allow the Secretary of State to say credibly:

We and our allies are looking to establish a no-fly safe zone in southern Syria or
a northern humanitarian corridor from Aleppo to Turkey, and we will enforce it,
even against Russian planes. And because you were undeniably complicit in
Assad’s blatantly unlawful hiding and use of chemical weapons, we will call
you out, unless you stand down and agree to abstain from a U.N. Security
Council Resolution allowing our proposed policy solution.

Some claim that a humanitarian exception to the Charter would permit
any state to invoke claims of treaty violation or regional instability to use uni-
lateral executive force pretextually, in order to commit aggression based on a

204. In other areas, for example, state practice has helped nations to develop an elongated concept of the
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claimed need for humanitarian intervention.\textsuperscript{206} But surely, states can craft a legal rule that—particularly when applied to uncontested facts—can distinguish exceptional situations from pretextual justifications. At this point, there can be little doubt that Syria presents a situation of unusual and exceptional severity: the strikes were invoked pursuant to a century-old global prohibition against the use of chemical weapons in a situation where European and Middle Eastern stability have been genuinely threatened by the Syrian civil war and the ensuing refugee crisis. Others assert that legally permitting unilateral humanitarian intervention in exceptional circumstances will lead down a slippery slope. But the slippery slope runs both ways. As noted above, doing nothing in the face of horrific cruelty promotes a skewed bi-level policy bias toward passivity in the face of gross abuses. But able lawyers should be capable of developing narrow legal tests that hold harmless the running of red lights by ambulance drivers without granting broad license for abuse to ambulance chasers.

The most serious argument against my position comes from those international lawyers, in America and elsewhere, who don’t trust Donald Trump and his Administration to get this right. As should be clear by now, I share this skepticism. But in the international order, there is only one United States, and regardless of who is its president, the U.S. plays a critical role as a balance wheel of the international system. What the first months of the new Administration have shown—particularly the repeatedly blocked Travel Ban and the uncompleted threats to withdraw from the Iran Nuclear Deal and the U.N. system—is that the United States is much bigger than Donald Trump. And this lecture has shown on many fronts that Donald Trump will shift on many aspects of his stated foreign policy aims if subjected to enough political pressure.\textsuperscript{207}

Our challenge as participants in transnational legal process is to keep the Trump Administration’s feet to the fire; to demand a Syrian policy and strategy, not just a set of military strikes; and to seek a pivot to a broader smart-power diplomacy that might resolve the underlying Syrian crisis. And if America’s President is truly serious about pursuing such diplomacy, he would be wise to revise other aspects of his chaotic early foreign policy. In particular, he should withdraw his offensive Travel Ban 3.0; do a better job talking and listening to our allies and working with critical organizational partners like NATO and the European Union; dial back his bombastic rhetoric in situa-


tions of growing tension with hostile countries like North Korea; and be more
careful about telling the truth and respecting our intelligence agencies, so that
listeners will actually believe our government when, for example, we accuse
Russia of complicity in Assad’s April 6 chemical weapons strike. If he can-
not make these adjustments on his own, concerted pressure from litigation,
allies, and public opinion will be necessary to make him bend.

A final question is where to begin the process of articulating the lawful
concept of humanitarian intervention. One obvious place would be before the
Assembly of States Parties of the International Criminal Court, which in De-
cember 2017 will consider the long-contemplated completion of the crime of
aggression. Many member states justifiably fear that an unnuanced adop-
tion of the crime would chill or criminalize lawful humanitarian intervention,
causing the great irony that ICC members could not use force to prevent the
very genocide, war crimes and crimes against humanity that the Court was
created to punish! Perhaps the best way forward would be for those member
States who wish to ratify the “crime of aggression” amendments to do so with
a simple “boilerplate” declaration that “By this ratification, we do not endorse
treating lawful humanitarian intervention as criminal aggression.” If made
by enough key member States, and supported by other Rome Statute signato-
ries like the United States, such a declaration would both allow the ICC to
complete the crime of aggression, while continuing the collective search for
global agreement on exactly what constitutes “lawful humanitarian interven-
tion” and the lawful exercise of the Responsibility to Protect (R2P).

As for Syria, in the so-called “Astana process,” the Russians have re-
cently expressed receptivity to the notion that Iran, Russia, and Turkey would
be guarantors of so-called “de-escalation zones” within Syria, and authorized
to use any necessary force to prevent civilian harm within those zones. The
proposal has many flaws: it does not mention chemical weapons, provide
any legal rationale, or offer a credible group of guarantors. Nevertheless, it
would make sense for the Trump Administration to seize on Russia’s seeming
concession that these “de-escalation zones” within Syria are both a legally and
politically available policy option in search of a more durable solution.

Ultimately, solving the festering crisis in Syria will require far more sus-
tained and coherent diplomacy than we have seen to date from this Admin-
istration. At this writing, Rex Tillerson has overseen a baffling and troubling
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states ratifying the aggression amendments must “opt out” or “opt in” to the Court’s jurisdiction over the
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diminution of the State Department career services.\textsuperscript{210} Surely, an institutional State Department populated by the kind of extraordinary U.S. diplomats who brought about Dayton, Paris, and the Iran Nuclear Deal is fully capable of finding and concluding creative, durable diplomatic solutions to problems like Syria. But what remains to be seen is whether this President and Secretary of State will give them the mandate and discretion to do so. As so often happens with respect to foreign policy, the questions going forward will not be about America’s capability, but about its wisdom and will.

III. What’s at Stake

Several important lessons emerge from this rapid tour d’horizon. America’s observance of law, international and constitutional, is preserved not just by the federal political branches and the leaders who lead them at any particular time, but by an ongoing transnational legal process whose diverse stakeholders elected officials do not control. Institutional habits, once formed, prove surprisingly hard to break. With respect to international organizations and regimes, as the old song goes, breaking up is hard to do. And in the 21st century, the best way to produce good foreign policy outcomes remains Engage–Translate–Leverage, not Disengage–Black Hole–Hard Power.

When Donald Trump took office, he was faced with international and domestic rules that created a persistent default path to compliance with pre-existing norms. Once in place, this body of law became a “guardrail” for politics, and early signs indicate that most of those guardrails are still holding. A new president cannot simply have his way. Domestic constituencies and interests with institutional authority to push back are doing so, as are foreign allies with shared interests in preserving rules of law within a painfully constructed international system. Government bureaucracies long devoted to pursuing solutions to climate change or promoting diplomacy in foreign policy do not turn on a dime.\textsuperscript{211} The United States has become deeply enmeshed in many multilateral regimes, and exit from those regimes is neither immediate nor easy. Most fundamentally, many Americans want what many of these regimes offer, whether it be a nuclear-free Iran or clean energy. So exit, if it is attempted, will be challenged by transnational actors committed to the de-
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fault agenda. And if exit and change are made difficult, the Administration
will have to ask itself, "how critical, really, are these policy changes and insti-
tutional exits to the core agenda of this Administration?"

Whatever the new Administration may say to claim that it has fulfilled
particular campaign promises, the real question is how much it really cares
about any particular policy initiative, especially when those resisting, say, a
religion-based Travel Ban are ready to fight back together against a radical
policy change from both the inside and the outside. So even for an Admin-
istration that made many promises to win a tumultuous campaign, enough in-
ternal and external resistance to change can make the Administration’s path of
least resistance staying and underperforming in existing legal regimes, rather
than absorbing the costs of actual violation of standing international rules and
exit from standing international institutions.

In battling over all of these issues, what’s really at stake? Our current
system of Kantian global governance versus a cynical system of authoritarian
spheres of influence. That is why we are potentially at such a dramatic mo-
ment of change. What is being rejected now is not just a prior administra-
tion’s foreign policy strategy, but a broader political philosophy of interna-
tional cooperation, of the kind that philosopher Immanuel Kant talked about
in his great pamphlet Perpetual Peace.\textsuperscript{212} Significantly, Kant did not advo-
cate world government; those who attack Kantian global governance as
“world government” are attacking a straw man. What Kant declared instead
was that “The Law of Nations Shall be Founded on a Federation of Free
States”\textsuperscript{213}: that law-abiding nations should live in a law-governed interna-
tional society, where sovereign states that respect basic values—democracy, the
rule of law, individual freedom, and the mutual advantages derived from
peaceful intercourse—engage in mutual discourse based on respect for do-
meric and international rule of law in order to achieve shared outcomes. Or,
otherwise put, Engage, Translate, and Leverage.

Kantian global governance is a system that the United States helped to
create and sustain since World War II. It formed the basis for the United Na-
tions—our system to end war and promote human rights—and the Bretton
Woods system to govern international monetary flows, trade, and develop-
ment through the IMF, WTO, and World Bank—our system to end global de-
pression and poverty. Kantian global governance has allowed the United
States to lead a group of like-minded nations to organize an ambitious multi-
lateral assault on all manner of global problems: e.g., climate change, through
the U.N. Framework Convention on Climate Change; intellectual property,
through the World Intellectual Property Organization; and global health,
through the World Health Organization. For more than seventy years, the
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United States has been the driver, the balance wheel of this Kantian governance system, whether it be in the United Nations, the World Trade Organization, the Paris Climate Change Regime, or the Iran Nuclear Deal.

But as I speak, all of these historical experiments, as well as the Brexit-led attack on the European Union, are under threat of displacement by a counter-model of Orwellian spheres of influence. Remember the nasty and brutish world that George Orwell described in his haunting book *1984*: a world in which cynical global mega-powers—indistinguishable from one another in their authoritarianism, totalitarianism, and commitment to disinformation and "fake news"—violate human rights and the rule of law within their own spheres, while making cynical alliances and manipulating public opinion to make today's adversaries tomorrow's allies. Unlike Kant, Trump does not seem to believe in universal rights or accept the notion that everyone can rise together. His "America First" strategy, most recently repeated in his first United Nations speech, grimly views our interactions with the world as zero-sum, an approach that inevitably promotes reciprocal self-centeredness on the part of other powerful nations.

Will we head in this Orwellian direction? Will Donald Trump international law? Will he change the process or will it change him? Will consistent "rope-a-dope" resistance force him to adapt and change course in a more international law-friendly direction? And as his fragile coalition comes under stress, will it solidify or crumble?

The answer to all of these questions, of course, is "we shall see." But the early signs give reason for optimism. As this review has chronicled, in some issue areas, bold public acts of resistance are playing a critical role in blocking Trump's initiatives. In other areas, bureaucratic inertia, path dependence, overly high opportunity costs, and international realpolitik realities have posed powerful constraints. In many of these areas, both heroic and mundane constraints can be seen at work. But the revealed challenge for those who wish to join forces actively to resist is to search for, find, and apply political pressure to those critical pressure points within transnational legal process that can be *strategically leveraged* by anti-Trump actors.

Is the rope-a-dope working? While we are still in the early months of this Administration, here's the tally so far. Close to fifty executive orders with little real impact. Twenty senior officials resigned. Two stunning losses on repealing Obamacare. Travel Ban: thrice blocked in the lower courts. Torture order: never issued. Climate: a claimed withdrawal that will not go into effect until after the next presidential election. Iran Nuclear Deal: under siege, but still in place. North Korea: saber-rattling and rhetoric, but no real change in policy. Russian hacking: continued turmoil, many active investiga-

---

tions, and indictments coming. Ukraine: mobilizing transnational legal process on its own. IS and Syria: borrowing from the Clinton playbook but lacking the "smart power" plan that might achieve durable outcomes. Many strained alliances, both with foreign governments and with Trump’s Republican allies. Little progress on Trump’s core agenda. And all of that less than a quarter way into a four-year term.

In closing, I am reminded of an old joke by comedian Mel Brooks, playing a 2000-year-old man. That super-elderly man is asked, “Before the Almighty, did you believe in any superior being?” His answer: “There was this guy, Phil; and we used to plead, ‘Oh Phil, don’t kick us; don’t beat us; don’t hurt us.’ Until one day, lightning came out of the sky and struck Phil down. At which point we realized, ‘There’s something bigger than Phil!’” 215

Well, in the same way, there’s something bigger than Donald Trump. He does not own transnational legal process. He is just another player in it. What this lecture should remind you is that so are we, as are all the other transnational actors I have mentioned.

In sketching this picture, I am intensely mindful that the fight is just beginning. Inevitably, a “rope-a-dope” strategy wears down both sides. While the resistance has won impressive early victories, the constant battering by the Trump Administration may have a longer-term corrosive effect on the health and well-being of our democratic institutions. And while in Donald Trump’s America, legal guardrails may be keeping the traffic of power more or less on the road of law, in other countries with weaker democratic institutions and civil society, the news is far darker. China, Russia, and illiberal democracies like Hungary, Poland, and Venezuela are emerging not just as spoilers of, but as active predators within, the liberal international order. Perhaps our postwar alliance system can preserve and continue to build the international order by keeping these illiberal states within the guardrails. But as I write, pressure on human rights activism is visibly growing, not just in these states, but in other democratic states throughout Europe, as well as India. The language of human rights and democratic sovereignty are increasingly being turned against the whole idea of external monitoring of domestic compliance with international law. 216

So the game is on, and the stakes are high. The fight is in its early rounds, and the transnational legal saga is just beginning.
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As you all know from living here in Topeka, Kansas, the home of *Brown v. Board*—as Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. used to remind us, the arc of history is long, but it bends toward justice. But it doesn’t bend by itself. We are all participants in transnational legal process. So it is up to us, as the story of this Administration unfolds, to continue to fight to help the arc of history bend in the right direction.

Thank you all very much for listening.
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